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Abstract
The famous conflict between dynamic consistency and ambiguity purportedly undermines
these models’ normative credibility, and challenges their use in economic applications. Dynamic consistency concerns preferences over contingent plans: so what counts are the contingencies the decision maker envisages – and plans for – rather than independently fixed contingencies, as implicitly assumed in standard formalisations. An appropriate formulation of
dynamic consistency resolves the aforementioned conflict, hence undermining the criticisms
of ambiguity models based on it. Moreover, it provides a principled justification for the restriction to certain families of beliefs in applications of these models in dynamic choice problems.
Finally, it supports a new analysis of the value of information under ambiguity, showing that
decision makers may only turn down information if it has an opportunity cost, in terms of the
compromising of information they had otherwise expected to receive.
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1 Introduction
One of the principal challenges to, and in, the literature on non-expected utility models for decision
under uncertainty – or ‘ambiguity models’ – is that posed by application in dynamic situations.
In such situations, violation of expected utility purportedly has unpalatable consequences. Putting
aside subtleties in terminology and definitions, the gist of the problem can be traced to an argument
claiming to show that consequentialism – the decision maker ignores the history in the decision
tree when deciding at any node – and dynamic consistency – the decision maker’s preferences over
contingent plans agree with his preferences in the planned-for contingencies – are incompatible
with non-expected utility. Given the prima facie attraction of these properties of dynamic choice,
the option of abandoning one of them to leave space for non-expected utility is unappetizing. All
the worse, the argument concludes, for ambiguity models.
Such considerations are a central plank underlying the hegemony of the Bayesian approach.
On the one hand, they cast doubt on the normative credentials of ambiguity models, insofar as the dynamic properties just mentioned appear to be sensible principles of rationality
(Raiffa, 1968; Hammond, 1988; Machina, 1989; McClennen, 1990; Wakker, 1999). On the
other hand, they have been suggested as problematic for the use of such models in economic
modelling (Epstein and Le Breton, 1993; Al Najjar and Weinstein, 2009). As such, they probably constitute the biggest conceptual obstacle to the adoption of ambiguity models in normative economics, decision analysis and economic modelling, as recently defended in decision theory (Gilboa and Marinacci, 2013; Marinacci, 2015), mechanism design (Bose and Renou, 2014;
Tillio et al., 2016), macroeconomics (Hansen, 2014; Hansen and Sargent, 2008) or climate economics (Millner et al., 2013; Kunreuther et al., 2013).
The main thesis of this paper is that this generally accepted state-of-play rests on a mistake.
The dynamic consistency principle, we shall argue, has been misformalised in standard treatments;
a more adequate formalisation dissolves the tension between non-expected utility and dynamic
principles. Moreover, it provides solid guidance for the use of ambiguity models in economic
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Table 1: The investor / Ellsberg one-urn example (values in millions of dollars)
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Figure 1: Dynamic consistency in the dynamic investor / Ellsberg example (standard version)
B: the information that B (i.e. the performance is bad) is received; RG: the information that R or G (i.e. the
performance is not bad) is received. 0 and 10 are the outcomes, as indicated in Table 1. fRG (respectively
gRG ) is the bet conditional on RG (i.e. performance not being bad) that coincides with f1 and f2 (resp. g1
and g2 ; Table 1); e.g. fRG yields 10 if R and 0 if G. Circles indicate nature nodes; squares are choice nodes.

applications. It thus removes the normative obstacle to the use of such models in guiding policy.
To illustrate the purported problem for non-expected utility and the basic insight behind our
approach, consider an investor examining a start-up drug company that is currently running trials on its new, and only product. She has solid evidence that the product has probability

1
3

of

yielding regular performance in terms of cure rate (denoted R), but has no further information on
the probabilities of good (G) or bad (B) performance. She can construct asset positions yielding
performance-dependent returns as shown in Table 1. Note the structural similarity to the standard
Ellsberg (1961) example involving bets on an urn with ninety balls, thirty of which are red (R)
and the rest of which are black (B) and green (G) in an unknown proportion. Indeed, the investor
exhibits the standard Ellsberg preferences – f1 ă g1 and f2 ą g2 – which violate expected utility.
After the drug trials are complete, the investor is told whether the performance is bad or not (and
receives no other information), and is asked again for her preferences. The choices she faces before
and after receiving this information can be represented (the story goes) by the trees in Figure 1.
Dynamic consistency demands harmony between ex ante preferences over contingent plans and
preferences after the realisation of the planned-for contingencies. Interpreting the ex ante choice
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between f1 and g1 (node α1 in Figure 1(a)) as a choice between plans for the contingency that the
performance is not bad, it thus requires the investor to have the same preferences at α1 and β1 .
Similar reasoning applies to the right hand trees (nodes α2 and β2 ) and f2 and g2 . Consequentialism demands that all that counts are the consequences of one’s choices. It thus requires the
investor to ignore the difference between the trees in Figure 1(b) and have the same preferences
at the nodes β1 and β2 . So these dynamic principles imply that she must have the same ex ante
preferences over f2 and g2 as over f1 and g1 – in direct contradiction with the standard Ellsberg
pattern. All the worse, the argument concludes, for the normative credentials of any account that
allows such preferences.
But this argument rests upon a hidden assumption. The application of dynamic consistency to
the trees in Figure 1 relies on identifying the ex ante choice between f1 and g1 with the choice
between plans for the contingency in which the performance is not bad. However, the investor
conceives of the ex ante choice in this way only if she envisages two possible contingencies to
be planned for: one where she learns that the performance is bad, and the other where she learns
that it is not. That is, she conceives of it like this only if she expects the company only to report
whether the performance is bad or not (B or RG). The assumption that she conceives of the choice
in this way is far from innocent. Equipped only with the information reported at the beginning of
the example (i.e. Table 1, the probability of regular performance, and the fact that the company
is conducting trials), she could reasonably entertain other possibilities, such as the company reporting whether the performance is good or not (G or RB), or disclosing the full details of the
performance (R or G or B), or issuing a partially informative report (e.g. a probability distribution
over tR, G, Bu), or reporting nothing at all (RGB). In each of these cases, she will not conceive
of the ex ante choice as portrayed in Figure 1: she will not consider it a choice between plans for
the contingency in which the performance is not bad. For example, if she thinks that the company
could report whether performance is bad or not or nothing at all (B or RG or RGB), then she
envisages three contingencies, and will conceive the ex ante choice as involving plans for these
three contingencies. In this case, the set of contingencies envisaged, and hence planned for, is
more accurately represented by the trees in Figure 2. So the dynamic consistency principle should
be applied to these trees, rather than those in Figure 1.
We call the tree representing the set of contingencies that a decision maker envisages in a given
situation – or the information structure he believes that he is faced with – his subjective tree. Often
a theorist adopts a decision tree that is determined independently of the decision maker’s view on
the relevant possible contingencies. For instance, the trees in Figure 1 are used because they involve
the events on which the acts f and g differ (RG) and coincide (B) respectively. As this example
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Figure 2: Dynamic consistency in the dynamic investor / Ellsberg example (choice between f1 and g1 )
RGB: the decision maker learns nothing (i.e. the information is that R or G or B). Other notation is as in
Figure 1.

illustrates, in studies of dynamic choice and in standard formalisations of dynamic consistency
(Section 3), the trees adopted by theorists typically correspond to partitions (or more generally
filtrations) of an ‘objective’ payoff-relevant state space. We call such trees objective trees. As
is clear from Figure 2, subjective trees need not be objective. Information structures that do not
correspond to partitions of the payoff-relevant state space are well known in the literature (e.g.
Gollier, 2004), and subjective trees can be thought of as specific non-expected utility information
structures of this sort (Section 2).
The central insight of this paper is that formulating dynamic consistency on objective trees
is a mistake. Dynamic consistency concerns contingent plans, so any reasonable version of the
principle should involve the contingencies that the decision maker in fact envisages, and hence
plans for: it should be formulated on his subjective tree. No novelty is claimed for this observation,
which will hopefully strike the reader as obvious. The paper’s main contributions lie in showing
that this apparently innocuous point has far-reaching consequences for the normative credentials
of ambiguity models and their use in economic applications and decision analysis.
As a first conceptual contribution, formulating dynamic consistency on subjective trees resolves the purported conflict between non-expected utility and the aforementioned dynamic principles. The argument above relies crucially on an application of dynamic consistency where there
is a single ex post choice (at node β1 in Figure 1) corresponding to the ex ante choice (at node
α1 ): dynamic consistency in such cases implies that the investor has the same preferences at both
5
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nodes. However, this is not the case for the trees in Figure 2, where two ex post choice nodes (β
and γ) correspond to the ex ante one (α). In these trees, the investor could prefer f1 at node β, but
g1 at node γ, in which case the preferences in the planned-for contingencies differ. But then either
ex ante preference (for f1 or g1 ) agrees with the preference in some planned-for contingency, and
thus satisfies the harmony demanded by dynamic consistency applied on these trees. So it does
not follow from a preference for f1 at node β that the investor must prefer f1 at α:1 the standard argument does not hold when the decision maker’s subjective tree differs from the theorist’s
objective one. Moreover, a technical result, pinpointing a family of cases in which dynamic consistency on subjective trees is satisfied (Proposition 1, Section 3), shows that not only is the argument
fallacious, its conclusion is false. Non-expected utility is consistent with consequentialism and
dynamic consistency formulated in terms of the contingencies the decision maker envisages.
Furthermore, and perhaps more surprisingly, we show that, even under the assumption that the
decision maker’s subjective tree corresponds to an objective one, the anti-ambiguity argument still
fails. Under a correctly formulated notion of dynamic consistency, we prove that this assumption
implies that the decision maker’s ex ante beliefs must be of a certain form (Proposition 2, Section
4) – basically, the equivalent in our framework of Epstein and Schneider’s (2003) rectangularity
(see also Sarin and Wakker, 1998). It follows that, if the assumption is correct, he holds beliefs
that do not generate the Ellsberg preferences, and hence he cannot be embarrassed by the argument
(Section 4). Moreover, by the contrapositive implication, whenever he does exhibit the Ellsberg
preferences, it follows that the assumption does not hold, so he is not using the tree in Figure 1,
and the argument does not apply.
This latter observation yields the second main conceptual contribution of the paper, and the
most important for applications in decision analysis, normative economics and economic modelling. It is standard to assume that the decision maker is using the same (typically objective)
decision tree as the analyst or the theorist. But our approach shows that this assumption in itself
implies that the decision maker’s ex ante beliefs must be of a particular form. What if they are not
of this form? Under the perspective developed here, this does not necessarily reveal any dynamic
inconsistency on the decision maker’s part, but simply tells us that the decision maker and the theorist may in fact be using different trees. For economic applications, our approach thus provides a
new justification for the restriction to specific families of beliefs, such as rectangular sets of priors
1

Clearly, similar points hold for any of the previously discussed cases: where, in addition to potentially learning

whether the performance is bad or not, the investor thinks she might learn whether it is good or not, or full details of
performance, or obtain a partially informative report. In all these cases, because of other nodes at the ex post stage,
dynamic consistency does not imply, in general, that ex ante preferences coincide with preferences in the contingency
where she learns that the performance is not bad (RG).
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à la Epstein and Schneider, based on the standard assumption that the theorist has correctly modelled the problem the decision maker considers himself to be faced with. In decision analysis, such
a restriction is justified by the assumption that the analyst and the decision maker have settled on
a relevant decision tree for the problem, which they both understand. Since such restrictions are
the key to treating sequential choice problems, the approach developed here thus upholds a solid,
principled account of dynamic choice under non-expected utility.
Our final conceptual contribution concerns information-acquisition decisions, which are often
taken to epitomise the difficulties facing ambiguity models, since they purportedly enjoin decision
makers to turn down free information in certain situations (Wakker, 1988; Kadane et al., 2008;
Al Najjar and Weinstein, 2009; Siniscalchi, 2011). Our approach provides a novel reconceptualisation of the issue, which defuses the purported difficulties by revealing the charge to rest implicitly
on an incorrect calculation of the value of information. We characterise the value of information
on subjective trees, and show that the only cases in which a non-expected utility decision maker
will turn down information is if it has an opportunity cost – it compromises information that he
otherwise expected to receive. Hence the information is in fact not really ‘free’, and its rejection
no longer counts as unreasonable.
The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 describes the framework and the representation of
envisaged contingencies. Section 3 defines the notion of dynamic consistency on subjective trees
and draws some immediate consequences. Section 4 examines consequences of the assumption
that the decision maker’s subjective tree corresponds to an objective one, in particular for the
application of ambiguity models to dynamic choice problems. Section 5 analyses informationacquisition decisions. Section 6 discusses outstanding issues, related arguments and literature not
mentioned elsewhere. Proofs and other material are collected in the Appendices.

2 Preliminaries
2.1 Framework
We use a version of the Savage (1954) framework, in which most studies of dynamic consistency under uncertainty are formulated. Let S be a non-empty finite set of states; as standard, this
‘objective’ state space is assumed to be given, and represents all payoff-relevant factors. Subsets
of S are called events. ∆pSq is the set of probability measures on S. The set of consequences
shall be taken to be a real interval C (which may be interpreted as monetary payoffs).2 Acts are
state-contingent consequences (i.e. functions from S to C); A is the set of acts. With slight abuse
2

The results continue to hold for richer consequence spaces, such as the space of lotteries à la Anscombe-Aumann.
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of notation, a constant act taking consequence c in every state will be denoted c and the set of
constant acts will be denoted C.
The symbol ľ (potentially with subscripts) will be used to denote preference relations over A;
as standard ą and „ denote the asymmetric and symmetric parts of ľ. We adopt the standard
notion of null event with respect to a preference relation ľ: an event A Ď S is ľ-null iff f „ g
whenever f psq “ gpsq for all s P Ac .
We implicitly restrict attention to two time periods: the current (ex ante) one and the future (ex
post) one. To formalise contingencies, let M be a (grand) set of all possible messages or signals
that could be received between the two time periods. We assume, as is standard in the literature on
dynamic consistency, that signals are not directly payoff-relevant. One could define an ‘extended
state space’ S ˆ M comprising both payoff-relevant states and signals, and study acts over such
a space whose consequences only depend on the first coordinate (S); all arguments and results
presented below go through when the concepts involved are properly defined in such a context.
Appendix A provides some technical details for the interested reader.
For each event A Ď S, the (unique) signal stating only that A holds is said to correspond to A.
Let M event be the set of signals corresponding to events in S; for each m P M event , we denote the
corresponding event by Am . We assume that M event Ď M: for every event A Ď S, there exists
m P M corresponding to A.
2.2 Ex ante and ex post preferences
We consider a single decision maker; ľ denotes his current preference relation and, for each
m P M, ľm denotes the ex post preferences he currently expects he would have in contingency m
(i.e. after having received signal m). To respect the meaning of learning an event, we assume that,
whenever a signal m corresponds to an event Am , Acm is ľm -null: in the contingency where Am is
learnt, the decision maker’s preferences do not depend on what happens off Am .
For concreteness, we assume that the decision maker’s preferences both ex ante and ex post
can be represented according to the maxmin expected utility rule (Gilboa and Schmeidler, 1989).3
According to this rule, a preference relation ľ1 is represented by a closed, convex set of priors
C 1 Ď ∆pSq and utility function u1 , with, for every f, g P A, f ĺ1 g if and only if

min1

(1)
3

pPC

ÿ

u1 pf psqqppsq ď min1
pPC

sPS

ÿ

u1 pgpsqqppsq

sPS

The main points and results continue to hold for many other non-expected utility models; see Section 6.

Sarin and Wakker (1998) discuss the assumption that preferences are formed according to the same decision rule
ex ante and ex post.
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Expected utility preferences correspond to the special case where the set of priors is a singleton.
To focus on the issue of dynamic (in)consistency related to non-expected utility, we assume
throughout that the same continuous increasing utility function u : C Ñ R is involved in the
representation of all preferences, ex ante and ex post. We denote by C the closed convex set of
priors representing the decision maker’s current preferences according to (1); they can be thought
of as capturing his current beliefs about the state of the world.4 For each m P M, the closed
convex set Cm representing ľm according to (1) reflects the beliefs he currently expects to have
after having received signal m – that is, the beliefs he currently expects to have in the contingency
corresponding to m. So, as standard (Gollier, 2004, Ch 24), each signal m P M is associated with
an ex post belief after receiving m, though, unlike the Bayesian approach, the ex post belief is
represented by a set of priors.
2.3 Envisaged contingencies
The decision maker may envisage some contingencies – i.e. consider the contingencies, and
hence the corresponding signals, as possible – whereas others he simply ignores or considers cannot occur. In the bulk of the paper, we work under the assumption that the set of contingencies
the decision maker envisages is given. (For readers uncomfortable with this assumption, we provide a choice-theoretic foundation for this set in Appendix B.) Let I Ď M be the finite set of
the decision maker’s ‘envisaged signals’. This generates the set tCi uiPI of beliefs the decision
maker anticipates himself as possibly having at the ex post period. This set, or equivalently (under
the previous assumptions) the set of envisaged ex post preferences tľi uiPI , fully characterises the
decision maker’s envisaged contingencies.
Note that the decision maker’s ‘qualitative’ beliefs about the contingencies he could possibly be
in at the ex post period, represented by I, are all that is required for the treatment in Sections 3 and
4 below. The representation here could be thought of as a ‘reduced form’ of a richer representation
(e.g. in terms of the extended state space S ˆ M, the envisaged contingencies could be taken to
be those receiving non-zero ex ante probability), though nothing in the formal development below
rests on such an assumption.
In summary, the decision maker is represented by a triple pľ, tľm umPM , Iq of ex ante preferences, ex post preferences after receiving any signal m P M, and envisaged signals or contingencies I. Note that the notion of dynamic consistency defended below only involves ex post
preferences in envisaged contingencies (tľi uiPI ), and most of the discussion in the sequel will be
4

For simplicity, we abstract from the debate about the extent to which, given the lack of separability of beliefs and

ambiguity attitude in some of these models, the sets of priors can be thought of as (purely) beliefs.
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conducted in terms of those. We introduce ex post preferences in contingencies that the decision
maker expects not to be in (i.e. ľm for m R I) only to formulate the standard dynamic consistency
condition used in the literature (see Section 3).
2.4 Assumptions and special cases
The framework set out above is very general as concerns the information structure, the only
assumption being the existence of (well-behaved) signals corresponding to events. In particular,
it is not assumed that every signal corresponds to an event in the payoff-relevant state space S.5
Indeed, many standard information structures (e.g. Blackwell, 1953; Gollier, 2004, Ch 24) do
not involve such an assumption: for instance, they allow ex post probability distributions to be
full support (so they cannot result from updating on an event). We could restrict the envisaged
contingencies I to signals corresponding to learning events in S (i.e. specify that I Ď M event )
without affecting our results or arguments.
Furthermore, no specific assumptions have been made about the relationship between C, Cm
and I. One conceivable sort of assumption concerns update. For instance, for m P M event and
a given update rule for sets of priors, one could assume that the ex post set of priors Cm is the
result of updating C on Am . We make no such assumption here. On the one hand, it is unclear
how to formulate such an assumption for signals that do not correspond to events (m R M event ):
for instance, even Bayes’ rule applied on such signals typically requires conditional probabilities
of signals given states, and these are not provided in our framework. On the other hand, since the
issue of dynamic consistency is related to the choice of update rule (e.g. Hanany and Klibanoff,
2007), it may be question-begging to assume an update rule for a general investigation on the
compatibility between dynamic consistency and non-expected utility. Another sort of assumption
concerns the way that C ‘aggregates’ the envisaged ex post beliefs, tCi uiPI . Following standard representations of information, one could have assumed a richer structure (e.g. a probability measure
or set thereof) over the space of signals M, and some connection between it, C and tCi uiPI . Such
assumptions are again not adopted below. Some of our results suggest that dynamic principles may
have consequences for the relationship between C and tCi uiPI (see Section 4 and Proposition C.2,
Appendix C); systematic exploration is however beyond the scope of the current paper (Section 6).
2.5 Subjective and objective trees
As stated in the Introduction, the decision maker’s subjective tree consists of the contingencies
he envisages: it is characterised by the set I of envisaged signals. An objective tree is a tree
5

By contrast, every signal evidently corresponds to an event in (i.e. subset of) the ‘extended state space’ S ˆ M .
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corresponding to a partition of the payoff-relevant state space S. Formally, a finite subset J Ď M
characterises an objective tree if J Ď M event (each signal corresponds to an event) and tAj :
j P Ju form a partition (the events learnt form a partition).6 So, for the state space in Ellsbergstyle example in the Introduction, the trees in Figure 1 form an objective tree, whereas those in
Figure 2 do not. We denote the set of objective trees by O. Moreover, for any partition P of S,
JP “ tj P M event : Aj P Pu characterises the corresponding objective tree.
As we shall see, objective trees underpin the standard formalisation of dynamic consistency,
as well as more general discussions of dynamic choice in the context of ambiguity. However, it
should be noted that they constitute a special class of the space of all possible trees – i.e. of all
sets of signals that the decision could possibly envisage. For instance, if a decision maker is sure
that he will learn some event of the state space, but does not know which one, then his information
structure is not an objective tree: in terms of the previous example, the relevant set of signals
corresponds to the set of events tR, B, G, RB, RG, BG, RGBu, which does not form a partition.7
Moreover, if J1 and J2 are two objective trees, then their union is generally not an objective tree.
An investor in the example who envisages learning only whether the performance is regular or
not is using an objective tree (corresponding to the partition tR, BGu), as is one who envisages
learning only whether it is bad or not (tB, RGu); however, a decision maker who thinks she might
learn whether the performance is regular or not or whether it is bad or not is not using an objective
tree (the union is not a partition). More generally, a decision maker who knows that the ‘real’
information structure corresponds to an objective tree J P O, but does not know which one, cannot
be represented as facing an objective tree. As these examples illustrate, the restriction to objective
trees is a strong one, even if one is only considering signals corresponding to events. Prima facie,
there is no reason why a decision maker should restrict to such trees, unless, of course, he has been
informed that these are the only possible signals he could receive.
2.6 Consequentialism
In its natural-language formulation, consequentialism states that the decision maker’s ex post
or conditional preference does not depend on branches in the decision tree that are no longer
accessible. Since, in our framework, the ex post preferences depend only on the ex post set of
priors and the utility function – and not, for instance, on the tree (subset of M) in which they are
obtained – consequentialism is automatically satisfied here. A standard formalism of the principle
(e.g. Ghirardato, 2002) states that, for every case of learning an event, m P M event , the event Acm is
6

A set of events tAj ujPJ in S form an partition if Aj1 X Aj2 “ H for all j1 , j2 P J and
7
Throughout, we use the notation introduced in Figures 1 and 2.
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null according to the preferences conditional on Am , ľm . This notion only looks at contingencies
corresponding to events, and is automatically satisfied in our setup for such contingencies (by the
assumptions in Section 2.2). However, as noted, consequentialism is satisfied in our framework
even in cases where the standard formalisation does not apply, and in particular in contingencies
that do not correspond to learning events in S. The subsequent discussion will implicitly assume
consequentialism (in its standard formalisation, where appropriate) without explicit mention.

3 Dynamic consistency on subjective trees
We now introduce the formal definition of dynamic consistency on subjective trees. It is reasonable
to begin with the standard dynamic consistency condition considered in the literature, which is
formulated over objective trees.8 Despite considerable differences between authors, the following
is the reformulation in our setup of a fairly representative condition.
Standard Dynamic Consistency (SDC). pľ, tľm umPM , Iq satisfies Standard Dynamic Consistency (SDC) if, for every f, g P A and J P O, if f ĺj g for all j P J with Aj ĺ-non-null, then
f ĺ g, and moreover, if any of the ĺj orderings are strict, then so is the ĺ one.
Another standard condition used in the literature (e.g. Ghirardato, 2002) is the special case of SDC
applied to all J P O containing only two signals tj1 , j2 u, with f psq “ gpsq for all s P Aj2 . It is
straightforward to show that, under weak ordering, this condition is equivalent to SDC.9
Standard Dynamic Consistency (SDC) captures the idea that when faced with an objective tree
(J), constituted by a partition of events (tAj ujPJ ), if the decision maker prefers one act to another in
all of the future eventualities, then this is the case under his current preferences. This corresponds
to the requirement that his ex ante preferences over contingent plans should be coherent with his ex
post preferences in the relevant contingencies, under the assumption that the relevant contingencies
correspond to the events of a given partition. As argued previously, there is no guarantee that
any such partition correctly represents the contingencies the decision maker in fact envisages,
and hence plans for when forming his ex ante preferences. When it does not, this condition is
unreasonable: the ex post preferences that count are those in the contingencies actually envisaged
by the decision maker – they are the anticipated future preferences tľi uiPI – rather than those in the
8

We focus in this paper on the dynamic consistency of preferences, rather than the dynamic consistency of be-

haviour (Strotz, 1955; Karni and Safra, 1989, 1990; Siniscalchi, 2009, 2011).
9
Some researchers use more restrictive notions of dynamic consistency, where the ex ante preferences are over
plans or trees, rather than acts (McClennen, 1990; Sarin and Wakker, 1994, 1998; Siniscalchi, 2011); the SDC condition stated here is obtained from such notions by adding a complementary ‘reduction’ or ‘invariance’ property.
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contingencies corresponding to the events imposed by the theorist – the tľj ujPJ for any particular
J P O. It is straightforward to modify SDC to apply to envisaged contingencies, and subjective
trees.
Dynamic Consistency (DC). pľ, tľm umPM , Iq satisfies Dynamic Consistency (DC) if, for all
f, g P A, if f ĺi g for all i P I, then f ĺ g, and moreover, if any of the ĺi orderings are strict,
then so is the ĺ one.
This is a straightforward replacement, in Standard Dynamic Consistency, of the preferences
conditional on events in a given partition by the anticipated future preferences. It corresponds
closely to the English-language formulation of the dynamic consistency principle, which states that
the decision maker’s preferences over contingent plans agree with his preferences in the plannedfor contingencies. The required harmony translates into a matching between the preferences he
anticipates having in the contingencies he actually envisages – and plans for – and his ex ante
preferences, which reflect his attitudes to plans for these contingencies.
The only real difference between DC and SDC is conceptual: the use of subjective rather than
objective trees. Any other apparent difference between the conditions as formulated is technical,
and largely an artefact of the setup. This is notably the case for the universal quantification over
(objective) trees, which at first seems to appear in SDC but not in DC: as shown in Appendix A,
when SDC (with its universal quantification) is formulated appropriately in the extended state space
S ˆ M mentioned in Section 2.1, it turns out to be equivalent to DC. Moreover, the non-nullness
condition in SDC corresponds to the i P I condition in DC: both leave out future contingencies
which the decision maker does not consider possible. See Appendix A for further discussion.
We claim that DC is the appropriate formalisation of the dynamic consistency principle, and
hence more adequate for discussion of the consequences of non-expected utility in dynamic situations. Our aim is not to defend the principle itself, but rather to show that, once properly formulated, it ceases to cause any embarrassment for ambiguity models. We begin with the following
fact (recall that tľi uiPI characterises the contingencies envisaged by the decision maker).
Proposition 1. For any closed convex set D of probability measures on I with ppiq ą 0 for all
i P I and p P D, let ľD be the preference relation represented according to (1) with the set of
ř
ś
priors CD “ t iPI ppiq.qi | p P D, pqi qiPI P iPI Ci u. Then pľD , tľm umPM , Iq satisfies Dynamic
Consistency.

As an illustration of this result, let us return to the example in the Introduction, and consider
an investor with the subjective tree in Figure 2 and envisaged beliefs as given in Table 2, where CB
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Set of priors

Preferences

CB

tp0, 1, 0qu

f1 „B g1

f2 „B g2

CRG

cotp 13 , 0, 23 q, p1, 0, 0qu

f1 ąRG g1

f2 ąRG g2

f1 ăRGB g1

f2 ąRGB g2

f1 ăD g1

f2 ąD g2

CRGB
CD

co

#

cotp 13 , 0, 23 q, p 31 , 32 , 0qu
5 11 1
7
5 1 10
, 6 , 18 q, p 18
, 18 , 9 q, p 18
,
p 18
17 19
11
p 36
, 36 , 0q, p 17
, 1 , 4 q, p 36
,
36 12 9

11
, 0q,
18
1 11
, q
12 18

+

Table 2: Sets of priors and corresponding preferences.
We adopt the notation introduced in the Introduction (Figures 1 and 2). Priors are defined over the payoffrelevant state space S “ tR, B, Gu, with pr, r 1 , r 2 q denoting the probability measure p P ∆pSq such that
ppRq “ r, ppBq “ r 1 and ppGq “ r 2 and copCq for a set C Ď ∆pSq denoting the convex closure of C.11 The
preferences over the acts in Table 1 indicated here are those generated, according to (1), by the sets of priors
and any utility function with up10q ą up0q.

(respectively CRG , CRGB ) is the set of priors after learning B (resp. RG, RGB).10 The table also
shows the generated ex post preferences. Note in particular that the investor prefers f1 over g1 at
node β in Figure 2 (after learning RG), but prefers g1 over f1 at node γ (after RGB). Since the ex
post preferences concerning f1 and g1 disagree, DC implies nothing about the ex ante preferences
over these two acts. By contrast, SDC applied on the objective tree in Figure 1, containing only
the ex post preferences ľB and ľRG implies that f1 should be preferred ex ante.
The last row in the table shows the set CD defined as in Proposition 1 with D “ tp P
1 1
∆ptB, RG, RGBuq : ppRGBq “ 23 , ppBq P r 12
, 6 su. The generated preference relation agrees

with ľRGB on the acts in question (Table 2). So CD is a non-singleton set representing a nonexpected utility preference relation ľD exhibiting Ellsberg preferences, which, by Proposition 1,
satisfies what we would argue is the properly formalised version of dynamic consistency, DC.
Proposition 1 provides the first take-home message of the paper: once formulated with the
contingencies the decision maker himself envisages, dynamic consistency ceases to be inconsistent
with non-expected utility and consequentialism (which, as noted in Section 2.6, is automatically
satisfied in the framework used here). Rather, no matter the non-singleton set of contingencies the
decision maker envisages, there is a non-expected utility ex ante preference satisfying dynamic
consistency with respect to them: it suffices to take CD for any non-singleton D. This is in stark
contrast to the classic argument discussed in the Introduction, according to which (under basic
10

Note that these sets are largely consistent with the interpretation of the signals, as well as with the details of the

example provided in the Introduction: for instance, all members of CB (resp. CRG ) have support in B (resp. RG).
11
In this context, the convex closure of C is the set of all mixtures of all members of C.
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assumptions on preferences) dynamic consistency, consequentialism and non-expected utility are
incompatible. That argument relies on a formalisation of dynamic consistency on objective trees
(SDC) that, we claim, inappropriately captures the sense of the principle. With a properly formalised version of the principle (DC), the alleged incompatibility – and associated embarrassment
for ambiguity models – disappears.12

4 Dynamic consistency and dynamic choice problems
Whatever the conceptual significance of the decision maker’s envisaged contingencies for dynamic
consistency, the point might seem irrelevant for applications. It is standardly assumed that the
decision maker knows which tree he is facing, and that this is the (typically) objective tree used by
the economist or decision analyst – either because the analyst and decision maker have constructed
the tree together, or because this is a standard modelling assumption in economics. Indeed, one
might try to brush off the points made above by simply assuming that the decision maker knows that
he is faced with an exogenously given objective tree. For instance, in our initial example, one might
just assume that the investor knows that the company will only report whether the performance is
bad or not – that is, she knows that she is facing the tree in Figure 1. Under this assumption,
the standard argument appears to go through, so the conflict between non-expected utility and
dynamic principles would seem to resurface, bringing with it all of the damning conclusions for
the use of non-expected utility models. In this section, we first show that this revamped version
of the standard argument still fails: the proposed approach copes comfortably with the mooted
assumption. Moreover, our analysis brings out some important consequences for applications of
ambiguity models in dynamic choice problems.
In the framework set out above, the assumption that the decision maker’s subjective tree corresponds to an objective one with partition P is formalised as I “ JP . (Recall from Section 2.5 that
JP characterises the objective tree corresponding to P.) If this holds, we say that I is P-objective.
Like any assumption, the assumption that the decision maker is using a particular sort of decision tree may have consequences in and of itself. As the following result shows, it has rather
strong implications for the decision maker’s ex ante beliefs.
Proposition 2. Let pľ, tľm umPM , Iq satisfy DC. Suppose moreover that, for some partition P, I
is P-objective. Then there exists a unique set D of probability functions on I with ppiq ą 0 for all
ř
ś
i P I and p P D, such that C “ t iPI ppiq.qi | p P D, pqi qiPI P iPI Ci u.
12

Proposition C.2 and Remark C.1 (Appendix C) identify necessary and sufficient conditions for pľ, tľm umPM , Iq

to satisfy Dynamic Consistency and show that preferences of the form in Proposition 1 are not the only ones doing so.
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For a partition P and a set of priors C, we say that C is P-rectangular if there exist a set C0
of probability measures on P and sets Cj of probability measures with support in Aj , one for each
ř
Aj P P, such that C “ t Aj PP ppAj q.q | p P C0 , q P Cj u. A P-rectangular set of priors has a
particular ‘shape’: it can be ‘factorized’ into a set of priors over P multiplied by sets of priors on

each cell in P. It is basically the equivalent in the present setup of the notion of rectangularity
defined by Epstein and Schneider (2003) (see Section 6).13
Proposition 2 thus tells us that, under Dynamic Consistency, there is a strong relationship
between the subjective tree the decision maker thinks he is faced with and his ex ante beliefs:
whenever the former corresponds to an objective tree (it is P-objective), the latter has a special
shape (it is P-rectangular). This may be understood conceptually as a relationship between the
decision maker’s current beliefs about the state of the world (the ex ante set of priors) and his beliefs
about his possible future beliefs (the contingencies he envisages). As such, it is not surprising: one
might expect one’s current beliefs about an issue to be coherent with what one believes one will
believe about it in the future.14 It is also unsurprising that Dynamic Consistency – which requires a
particular harmony between current and envisaged future preferences – implies a certain coherence
between current and envisaged future beliefs.
Perhaps more important than the preceding direction of the implication is its contrapositive,
which we state explicitly.
Corollary 1. Let pľ, tľm umPM , Iq satisfy DC. For any partition P, if C is not P-rectangular, then
I is not P-objective.
In other words, if the decision maker’s ex ante set of priors does not have the particular rectangular shape, then he does not think that he will necessarily learn exactly one event in the partition
P and only that. This result provides a central conceptual insight: under DC, an analyst can draw
conclusions about the decision maker’s subjective tree on the basis of a property of his current
beliefs about the state of the world.15
13

Note that if C is P-rectangular with C0 and Cj as specified in the text, then C0 “ tp`1 | p P Cu, where p`1 is the

restriction of p to P, and Cj “ tpp‚|Aj q|p P C, ppAj q ą 0u. So C is rectangular over the partition P in the sense of
Epstein and Schneider (2003, Definition 3.1). Note also that, since the ex post sets of priors in Proposition 1 do not
necessarily have disjoint supports, the ex ante set of priors in that Proposition is not necessarily rectangular over any
(non-trivial) partition.
14
Indeed, such coherence is reminiscent of that defended by some philosophers under the name of the ‘Reflection’
principle (van Fraassen, 1984).
15
Note that it can be straightforwardly verified on inspection whether a given set of priors is P-rectangular or not:
it suffices to check, for all Ai P P, whether the sets tpp‚|Ai q | p P C, ppAi q “ xu are the same for all x for which
they are non-empty.
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This insight exposes the fault in the anti-ambiguity argument at the beginning of this section.
Note that no set of priors generating Ellsberg preferences can be tB, RGu-rectangular. So, by the
Corollary, any decision maker satisfying the refined notion of dynamic consistency proposed here
and exhibiting Ellsberg preferences does not think that he is facing the objective tree in Figure 1.
Hence the anti-ambiguity argument, which assumes that the decision maker is using that tree, does
not apply. In particular, the fact that the investor in the example has Ellsberg preferences may itself
be an indication that she does not think she is facing the objective tree in Figure 1. So one cannot
simply assume that she knows she is faced with this tree: for, under the very notion of dynamic
consistency that one would like her to satisfy, this assumption is incompatible with her ex ante
preferences. Herein lies the error in the argument: it is based precisely on such an assumption.
To embarrass the investor with the standard argument, it needs to be established not only that she
has Ellsberg preferences, but also that she simultaneously envisages precisely the contingencies
depicted in the objective tree in question (see also Section 6).
A second contribution of this insight concerns economic applications using ambiguity models. For the maxmin expected utility model,16 it provides a new justification for the use of sets of
priors that are rectangular with respect to the partition formed by the nodes in the tree. Rectangular priors have been promoted since the work of Sarin and Wakker (1998); Epstein and Schneider
(2003); Riedel (2004), but existing justifications are often considered partial at best, and ad hoc
at worst. They generally operate by assuming a fixed partition (objective tree) and showing that,
under some basic conditions, the standard version of dynamic consistency applied on it implies
rectangularity of the ex ante set of priors. Such results are standardly read as tying the fate of rectangularity to that of dynamic consistency. But the standard version of dynamic consistency over
particular partitions is violated by non-expected utility decision makers in some situations; in such
cases, the justification fails and the set of priors may not be rectangular.17 This point has been cited
as both a motivation for new update rules for maxmin EU preferences and as a weakness of the
rectangularity-based approach (e.g. Hanany and Klibanoff, 2007, p282; Al Najjar and Weinstein,
2009, §3.4). Indeed, many applications, including normative ones pertaining to monetary or environmental policy (Hansen and Sargent, 2008; Brock and Hansen, 2017) as well as studies on po16
17

These points hold mutatis mutandis for other major non-expected utility models; see Section 6.
Indeed, Epstein and Schneider’s own conclusion (p14), in the context of the Ellsberg example discussed in the

Introduction, is that ‘in some settings, ambiguity may render dynamic consistency problematic.’ Sarin and Wakker
note that ‘The main point of our approach is that a decision maker may not universally commit to any of the principles
of dynamic consistency, consequentialism, or invariance, but may violate each of them in certain specific situations.’
This still leaves the normative issue unresolved; indeed, as Wakker (1999) states: ‘As a personal opinion, I find all
dynamic principles [implying expected utility] normatively imperative.’
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larization (Baliga et al., 2013) and mechanism design (Bose and Renou, 2014), employ alternative
approaches to dynamic choice.
The justification of rectangularity derived from Proposition 2 involves the arguably more appropriate form of dynamic consistency proposed in Section 3, and gives pride of place to the
previously neglected assumption that the decision maker is using the same tree as the theorist.
If the set of priors is not rectangular, this does not necessarily mean that the decision maker is
dynamically inconsistent, in the refined sense given in Section 3. Rather, it could simply imply
that the decision maker and the theorist are not using the same decision tree. So the restriction to
appropriately rectangular sets is justified by the assumption that the decision maker does indeed
know the tree he is faced with, and that it is the same objective tree as the theorist is using. As
such, there is nothing arbitrary or unnecessarily limitative about it. On the contrary, it is essential
in normative or prescriptive applications: if the analyst and the decision maker have not agreed
upon the relevant decision tree, the analysis is almost certainly doomed! Even in purely descriptive applications, without such assumptions about the way decision makers conceive the situations
they are faced with, economic modelling can hardly get off the ground. Moreover, the question of
what a decision analyst or economist should do when faced with a non-rectangular ex ante set of
priors receives an equally simple answer: she should go back and recheck her model, because the
non-rectangularity itself suggests the tree she is using is not necessarily the one the decision maker
implicitly has in mind.
In summary, the proposed notion of dynamic consistency, and the subjective framework for
thinking about such issues, has no trouble coping with the purported difficulties for non-expected
utility models in dynamic choice problems. On the contrary, it provides a novel, reasoned defence of rectangular sets of priors as the appropriate tool for modelling rational agents who can
be assumed to know the (objective) tree they are facing.18 As is well-known, this approach can be
thought of as a non-expected utility analogue of standard Bayesian methods, with rectangular sets
of priors being constructed from sets of priors on branches of a decision tree in much the same way
as for Bayesian probability measures (Raiffa, 1968). More generally, since there is no obstacle to
non-expected utility decision makers being dynamically consistent with respect to the tree they
are using, ambiguity models can be used in dynamic problems with standard techniques such as
backwards induction reasoning. However, when using these models, the theorist or analyst must
respect the consequences of her assumptions about the tree the decision maker takes himself to be
18

Of course, for applications where the theorist’s tree does not correspond to a partition (e.g. where signals are

probabilistically related to states) the assumption that the decision maker knows this tree does not imply rectangularity,
although it may have other implications. For applications specifically involving agents who do not understand the tree
they are faced with or have limited rationality, alternative approaches, such as those mentioned above, may be required.
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facing: the lesson of Proposition 2 is that many of the purported problems for ambiguity models
may just boil down to modelling errors on the part of the theorist.

5 Value of Information
Unlike the cases discussed above, many economic situations involve sequential decisions. An important subclass involve the choice of information acquisition prior to a decision. These are sometimes taken to pose the toughest normative challenge to ambiguity models, due to the argument that
sophisticated non-expected utility decision makers necessarily display information aversion: they
prefer to turn down an offer of free information in some situations (Wakker, 1988; Kadane et al.,
2008; Al Najjar and Weinstein, 2009). We now apply the proposed approach to these situations.
5.1 Information aversion or moral hazard?
The argument can be formulated on a sequential extension of the example given in the Introduction. Consider the investor with standard Ellsberg preferences – she prefers g1 to f1 at node α1
in Figure 1(a), but prefers fRG to gRG at node β1 in Figure 1(b) – and suppose that she is offered
the choice between facing these two decision trees.19 That is, she is faced with the decision tree
in Figure 3. Given the preferences just specified, she knows that if she reaches decision node α
she will choose g1 and that if she reaches decision node β she will choose fRG . Reasoning by
backwards induction,20 at node δ she knows that if she takes the upper branch NL of the tree, she
will end up with g1 , and if she takes the lower branch L she will essentially end up with f1 (since
she does not know the resolution of the uncertainty at the nature node ˚, the choice of fRG at node
β essentially boils down to a choice of f1 from the point of view of node δ). Hence, since she
prefers g1 to f1 , she chooses NL at δ. However, since the choice at δ is essentially that between
learning whether the performance of the drug is bad or not before deciding to invest (option L) or
not learning (option NL), by choosing NL the investor betrays a preference for not obtaining free
information. This is the alleged information aversion.
What does the proposed approach have to say about this argument? Since this is an informationacquisition problem, the investor knows whether she will receive the information after having made
her decision; we focus on the simplest case and assume that her subjective tree at node ˚ coincides
with the objective tree in Figure 3. For a decision maker satisfying DC, Proposition 2 thus applies,
19
20

In this discussion, notations and numbering are taken from the Introduction.
Decision makers who reason in this way are sometimes said to adopt ‘the strategy of consistent planning’, or to

be ‘sophisticated’; see Strotz (1955); Karni and Safra (1990); McClennen (1990); Siniscalchi (2011).
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fRG

g1

gRG

˚
RG

β

Figure 3: Information Aversion.
Notation as in Figure 1.

yielding conclusions about her sets of priors at nodes α and ˚ – that is, her beliefs immediately
after having taken the information-acquisition decision (at node δ) but before any of the promised
information has been received. On the one hand, since she has the standard Ellsberg preferences
at node α, her set of priors at α cannot be tB, RGu-rectangular (Section 4). On the other hand,
since she knows that she is facing the objective tree over the partition tB, RGu at node ˚, her set of
priors at ˚ must be tB, RGu-rectangular (Proposition 2). So she has different sets of priors at nodes
α and ˚: her beliefs immediately after her information acquisition choice depend on the choice she
makes.
Despite first appearances, such dependence is a natural consequence of the coherence between
current and envisaged future beliefs that is imposed by dynamic consistency (Section 4). If any
choice can directly determine one’s beliefs, it is the choice whether to obtain information or not:
it gives immediate ‘second-order’ information about what one will believe, and as such directly
impacts one’s current beliefs about one’s possible future beliefs. Since, under dynamic consistency, envisaged future beliefs and current beliefs are strongly related, this may have a knock-on
impact on current beliefs (about the state of the world). In demanding that a decision maker satisfy dynamic consistency, the potential dependence of post-choice beliefs on the choice made in
information-acquisition decisions follows as a necessary consequence.
Pinpointing such dependence constitutes a first conceptual contribution of the proposed approach for information-acquisition decisions. In particular, it reveals the fault in the information
aversion argument. Situations in which agents’ choices can have an impact on their beliefs have
been well-studied in economics, for instance in the literature on moral hazard. Such choices should
be evaluated using the beliefs at the interim stage: in deciding whether to buy property insurance,
an agent should use the probability of damage given the insurance or lack of it, and this probability may vary according to the policy purchased. So, in the previous example, the learning option
20
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(L) should be evaluated using the beliefs at node ˚ and the NL option should be evaluated using those at node α. The information aversion argument does not do this: by using the Ellsberg
preferences to evaluate both options, it proceeds as if they correctly reflected the investor’s interim
beliefs no matter what information-acquisition choice is made – and, as we have seen, they do
not. The argument misanalyses the decision problem, relying on the erroneous assumption that the
information-acquisition choice has no effect on beliefs.
5.2 Value of information and opportunity costs
To permit a more refined analysis, we now characterise the value of information for maxmin
EU decision makers satisfying DC.
Consider a standard information-acquisition 3-period setup similar to that in the previous example. At period 0, there is a choice whether to acquire information I, which would be delivered
in period 1 for a subsequent decision in period 2; otherwise, the decision is made in period 1.21 We
use the framework set out in Section 2, with M the grand set of signals, and the decision maker
using the maxmin EU rule at all periods. Let C Ď ∆pSq be the decision maker’s set of priors
immediately after having chosen not to obtain the information, with Cm Ď ∆pSq the ex post sets
of priors he anticipates having after receiving signal m P M and I the set of ‘envisaged’ signals,
both after having turned down the offered information. So tCi uiPI are the decision maker’s envisaged ex post (period 2) sets of priors just after having chosen to turn down the information I.
Similarly, let CpIq be his set of priors, CpIqm Ď ∆pSq be the ex post sets of priors after having
received m P M, and K be the ‘envisaged’ signals, all immediately after having chosen to obtain
the information but before actually receiving it (i.e. at the beginning of period 1). So tCpIqk ukPK
are the decision maker’s envisaged ex post (period 2) sets of priors just after having chosen to
acquire the information I. As discussed, the two interim sets of priors C and CpIq may differ.
Moreover, I need not be a singleton, for the decision maker may envisage receiving information
other than that offered; similarly, K need not coincide with the partition corresponding to I. Extending the standard approach in the information literature (e.g. Marschak and Miyasawa, 1968) to
maxmin EU preferences, we assume an ‘aggregator’ connecting ex post and ex ante preferences,
under both information conditions.22 That is, we assume φpIq : RK Ñ R such that, for all f P A,
ř
ř
minpPCpIq sPS upf psqqppsq “ φpIq ppminpPCpIq k sPS upf psqqppsqqkPK q, and φ : RI Ñ R such that,
ř
ř
for all f P A, minpPC sPS upf psqqppsq “ φppminpPCi sPS upf psqqppsqqiPI q.23 As noted in Section 2, these are essentially non-expected utility information structures (Gollier, 2004, Ch 24), with
21

If desired, one can assume that all uncertainty will be resolved and payments made in a subsequent fourth period.
In the Bayesian case, the aggregator is the expected utility rule.
23
By Proposition C.2 in Appendix C, such an aggregator exists whenever the decision maker satisfies DC.
22
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the CpIqk being the posterior set of beliefs after the reception of signal k, and φpIq reflecting the
prior beliefs as to which signal will be received (and likewise for Ci and φ).
Calculating the value of information involves comparing the value of deciding immediately
after having chosen not to receive the information – so the relevant set of priors is C – with the
anticipated value of deciding after having received the information – so the relevant elements are
the envisaged ex post sets of priors tCpIqk ukPK and the opinion as to which will be realized, reflected
in φpIq . Hence the following definition of the non-negative value of information.
Definition 1. The value of the information I for a (compact) menu A Ď A is non-negative if and
only if:

(2)

φpIq

˜˜

max min

f PA pPCpIqk

ÿ

upf psqqppsq

sPS

¸

kPK

¸

ě max min
f PA pPC

ÿ

upf psqqppsq

sPS

The value of the information I is always non-negative if it is non-negative for every (compact)
menu A Ď A.
The following result characterises when the value of information is non-negative.
Proposition 3. Suppose that the decision maker satisfies DC. Then the value of information I is
always non-negative if and only if CpIq Ď C.
This result shows that the proposed perspective can deliver non-trivial analysis of information
value for non-expected utility decision makers. Moreover, on the conceptual front, it provides
further insight into the alleged information aversion. For instance, in the special case where the
decision maker already expected to receive information I – so C “ CpIq , tCi uiPI “ tCpIqk ukPK ,
φ “ φpIq – the proposition implies that the information has non-negative value. So, in the simplest
case of a choice between waiting for information he expects to receive or deciding before the
information arrives, the non-expected utility decision maker behaves as one would expect: he
always weakly prefers to wait. There is no possibility of shameful information aversion here.
More generally, note that whatever the information I on offer and the beliefs C if the offer is
turned down, there exists a set of priors respecting the information structure I and satisfying the
containment condition in Proposition 3: this is the case, for instance, for any singleton set tpu with
p P C.24 So there is always a way of updating beliefs on the fact of having chosen to obtain the
information under which the decision maker will assign non-negative value to it. This is a central
24

Note that singletons are rectangular with respect to every partition, and hence satisfy any rectangularity condition

imposed when I corresponds to a partition of S.
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message of the result: the information aversion argument is not only fallacious, its conclusion –
that non-expected utility decision makers are necessarily information averse – is false.
As an illustration, consider the following development of our running example. Suppose that
initially the investor thinks that she will learn whether the performance is regular or not (i.e. R or
BG), and is offered to learn whether B or not (as in Figure 3). Consider two cases (see Table 3
for the relevant information structures). In both cases, she thinks that, if she does not accept the
information, there is a probability

1
3

of learning R (first row, Table 3). In case i, she conceives the

offered information about B as adding to the information she already expects to receive about R:
so she anticipates learning precisely the state of the world (R or B or neither, i.e. G), and retains
her probability of

1
3

for learning R (second row, Table 3). In this case, the condition in Proposition

3 is satisfied (C˚i Ď Cα ) and she always weakly prefers accepting the information, for all menus.
In case ii, she considers the receipt of information about B to come at the expense of the expected
information about R: she expects, after accepting the offer, to learn whether B or not (B or RG),
but nothing else. Moreover, she is relatively ignorant of the probability of learning B (final row,
Table 3). In this case, the containment condition in the proposition is not satisfied: for instance,
the probability p 45 , 51 , 0q is in C˚ii but not in Cα . Indeed, the judgement that she would learn R with
probability

1
3

if she rejects the offered information, which translates to a precise probability for

the state R in Cα , gives way a larger range of possible probabilities for this state under C˚ii . By
Proposition 3, the value of information will be negative for some menus in this case.25
As case ii illustrates and Proposition 3 confirms, there are cases where non-expected utility
decision makers may turn down information. Our final conceptual contribution is to analyse them.
By the Proposition, they can happen only when the set of priors after choosing to learn is not
smaller than the set of priors after having chosen not to learn. To the extent that more informed
agents are usually taken to be those with smaller sets of priors (e.g. Gajdos et al., 2008), this suggests that the decision maker does not consider the choice of learning to lead to a pure ‘addition’
of information with respect to the choice of not learning. In other words, he thinks that learning
I may compromise information that he would otherwise have possessed; just as, in case ii above,
the investor thinks that learning whether B would come at the expense of learning whether R. One
way to verify this interpretation is by applying a comparative notion of informativeness borrowed
from the literature. As already noted, the period 0 information-acquisition decision is effectively
a choice between two information structures – pC, tCi uiPI , φq and pCpIq , tCpIqk ukPK , φpIq q. According to a standard definition, one information structure is more informative than another if every
decision maker, no matter his utility function, would prefer to learn according to the former one
25

By straightforward calculation, one can check that this is the case for the menu tf2 , g2 u.
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Ex ante set of priors

Ex post sets of priors

Envisaged

Aggregator

contingencies
CR
cotp 31 , 0, 23 q, p 13 , 32 , 0qu

Cα

cotp 31 , 29 , 49 q, p 13 , 94 , 29 qu

C˚i

C˚ii

CBG

co

#

4 1 8
, 5 , 15 q, p 45 , 51 , 0q,
p 15
2 3 4
p 15
, 5 , 15 q, p 25 , 53 , 0q

+

co

tp1, 0, 0qu
#
+
p0, 0, 1q,
p0, 1, 0q

CR

tp1, 0, 0qu

CB

tp0, 1, 0qu
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Table 3: Example information structures after rejecting and accepting the offer of learning whether B (i.e.
at nodes α and ˚ in Figure 3 respectively).
ř
The aggregators are generated according to φpxq “ minpPD p iPI ppiqxi q for I as in the penultimate column
of the table, and D in the final column. For the rest of the notation, see Table 2.

(Marschak and Miyasawa, 1968; Gollier, 2004).26 This definition can be adapted to the current
framework as follows.
Definition 2. pCpIq , tCpIqk ukPK , φpIq q is at least as informative as pC, tCi uiPI , φq if and only if, for
every utility function u1 : C Ñ R, and every compact menu A P ℘pAq:

(3)

φpIq

˜˜

max min

f PA pPCpIqk

ÿ

sPS

1

u pf psqqppsq

¸

kPK

¸

ěφ

˜˜

max min
f PA pPCi

ÿ

1

u pf psqqppsq

sPS

¸

iPI

¸

According to this definition, the information structure after accepting the offer to learn is at
least as informative as that after rejecting the offer in case i of the previous example, but not
in case ii. More generally, if no previously expected information is compromised on choosing
to learn information I, then pCpIq , tCpIqk ukPK , φpIqq is at least as informative than pC, tCi uiPI , φq.
Proposition 3 implies that in such cases, information has non-negative value.
Corollary 2. Suppose that the decision maker satisfies DC. Then the value of information I is
always non-negative whenever pCpIq , tCpIqk ukPK , φpIqq is at least as informative as pC, tCi uiPI , φq.
26

This definition is equivalent to other possible definitions of informativeness under expected utility (Blackwell,

1953; Marschak and Miyasawa, 1968; Gollier, 2004); for non-expected utility, Li and Zhou (2016); Gensbittel et al.
(2015) have obtained analogous results for similar notions to that in Definition 2.
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So non-expected utility decision makers behave as the norms of rationality would recommend:
they do not turn down information when its reception does not compromise information they had
otherwise expected to receive – when it is a simple ‘addition’ of information, so to speak.
This result completes our conceptual analysis of information aversion under non-expected utility. It tells us that the only situation in which such a decision maker will refuse information is if,
in his eyes, it is not free: it has an opportunity cost in the form of forgone information which he
otherwise expected to obtain. There is nothing irrational in this: the effective cost of the information – foregoing other, expected information – could be too high to justify obtaining it. Even
in cases where non-expected utility decision makers turn down ‘free’ information, the proposed
perspective reveals that, when analysed properly, their behaviour is perfectly reasonable.

6 Discussion and Related Literature
Envisaged contingencies

The proposed approach is based on the contingencies that the decision

maker envisages: Dynamic Consistency requires consistency between the preferences in these
contingencies and current preferences. As such, to identify the constraints it imposes on current
preferences, one needs to determine which contingencies are envisaged. In economic applications,
the relevant contingencies are often set as part of the modelling exercise: ideally, the theorist should
correctly represent the tree the decision maker considers himself to be facing. On a conceptual
score, however, those who adhere to the revealed preference paradigm may note that the envisaged
contingencies are elements of the decision maker’s state of mind, like his beliefs and utilities, and
as such require choice-theoretic foundations if they are to have independent behavioural meaning.
Lack of such foundations could jeopardise the proposed normative defence of ambiguity models.
For readers harbouring such theoretical concerns, Appendix B provides the required foundations,
in the form of a representation theorem for the envisaged contingencies.
Interpretations of ex post preferences

Some researchers (for example, Ghirardato, 2002) dis-

tinguish two possible interpretations of the ex post preferences involved in the dynamic consistency
principle: one as the decision maker’s anticipated future preferences – those he thinks ex ante he
will have in the relevant contingency – and the other as his actual ones – those he has when he
finishes up in the contingency. Since this paper focusses on dynamic consistency understood as
a rationality condition, it is couched in terms of the former interpretation. This is the one that
lends dynamic consistency its strongest normative bite. There is certainly something abhorrent in
a decision maker whose current preferences over plans do not match the preferences he thinks he
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will have in the future. By contrast, a decision maker whose actual preferences tomorrow do not
correspond appropriately to his preferences today may be excused of the charge of irrationality
(though perhaps not of foolishness) if his future preferences are not as he expected. Moreover,
under this interpretation, the standard formalisation of dynamic consistency is most wanting conceptually, and the refinement proposed in Section 3 is most attractive: why should a decision maker
be coherent with respect to a set of preference relations that he does not think correctly depict his
own possible future preferences?
That said, the ‘actual preference’ interpretation of dynamic consistency coincides with the ‘anticipated preference’ one whenever the decision maker correctly anticipates his future preferences.
So the points made in this paper can also be read as concerning actual future preferences, under
the assumption that the decision maker correctly anticipates them – an assumption which, though
seldom mentioned, is widespread in economic applications.
Other dynamic arguments

Whilst we have only considered two among a variety of related ar-

guments against ambiguity models, there is reason to suspect that the proposed perspective could
be effective against others. For one, many are twists on the dynamic consistency argument discussed here, suggesting that the lessons from our analysis of that argument may apply. Moreover,
several prominent arguments, such as the Dutch Book one (Raiffa, 1968), assume that the decision
maker is naïve (Seidenfeld, 1988; Al Najjar and Weinstein, 2009) – he does not correctly anticipate and take into account what he will choose at future nodes. Since naïveté is itself criticizable
on normative grounds (independently of the issue of ambiguity), such arguments are often considered less threatening to the rational credentials of non-expected utility than arguments assuming
sophisticated decision makers – such as the information aversion one (Section 5) – or making no
such assumption at all – such as the dynamic consistency argument (Sections 1, 3 and 4). In that
sense, the arguments examined in this paper are among the most challenging for the normative
credentials of ambiguity models.
Related literature

There is a significant literature on dynamic choice, a full discussion of

which is beyond the realm of this paper. For a thorough treatment of the issue and the literature on dynamic arguments for expected utility under risk (i.e. where probabilities are given), see
Machina (1989); papers showing or discussing the inconsistency between dynamic consistency,
consequentialism and non-expected utility in the case of uncertainty include Hammond (1988);
Epstein and Le Breton (1993); Ghirardato (2002); Siniscalchi (2011).
Of the papers introducing update rules or considering dynamic choice for non-expected utility models, the closest are without doubt Sarin and Wakker (1998); Epstein and Schneider (2003).
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Indeed, as explained in Section 4, the notion of P-rectangularity used here is essentially a version of the latter’s rectangularity condition adapted to our framework. Sarin and Wakker (1998,
Theorem 2.1) and one direction of Epstein and Schneider (2003, Theorem 3.2) establish that, on
objective trees characterised by partitions (or more generally filtrations) of the state space, rectangular ex ante sets of priors satisfy dynamic consistency. Proposition 1 can be thought of as a
simple generalisation to subjective trees – and hence information structures not corresponding to
partitions – and ex ante sets of priors that are not necessarily rectangular. The other direction of the
latter theorem – that dynamic consistency on objective trees can only be satisfied by rectangular
priors – is technically related to Proposition 2. However, as explained in Section 4, the conceptual contributions are different, so much so that our result can be read as a new justification of
their proposed restriction on sets of priors. Their approach has been adopted with other prominent
ambiguity models (for example Maccheroni et al., 2006b; Klibanoff et al., 2009 for the variational
preferences and smooth ambiguity models respectively; Maccheroni et al., 2006a; Klibanoff et al.,
2005), and the perspective developed here applies similarly. It has also recently been adopted by
Riedel et al. (2018) for the ‘imprecise information’ model due to Gajdos et al. (2008). This model
takes ‘information’, modelled as a set of probability distributions, as a primitive in the objects of
choice, and involves a representation where subjective beliefs are sets of priors suitably related
to the information set. Riedel et al. (2018) provide a dynamic extension, following the approach
cited above and in particular working on objective trees. So they adopt an objective, given set
of contingencies, whilst accounting for the difference between information and subjective beliefs
about the payoff-relevant state of the world. By contrast, the development here has only considered subjective beliefs about the state of the world at all stages (the sets of priors), but explicitly
takes account of the distinction between subjective trees – reflecting subjective beliefs about the
possible future contingencies – and objective trees imposed by the theorist. A potential direction
for future research would be to combine these two perspectives to explore the relationship between
the ‘imprecise information’ and subjective beliefs about possible future contingencies.
Other existing approaches include the update rule proposed by Hanany and Klibanoff (2007),
which satisfies a version of Standard Dynamic Consistency but violates consequentialism, priorby-prior Bayesian update (Pires, 2002) and maximum likelihood update (Gilboa and Schmeidler,
1993), both of which violate SDC. Given the difficulty in extending update rules to encompass
contingencies that do not correspond to learning events (Section 2.4), DC cannot be neatly connected to any existing update rule. However, its general consequences for the relationship between
ex ante and ex post beliefs can be brought out in our framework (see Proposition C.2 in Appendix
C). Further investigation of consequences of DC for update is left as a topic for future research.
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Conceptually, the closest suggestion to that proposed here that we have been able to find was
made in Gilboa et al. (2009), where it was suggested that some of the events required to exhibit
violations of Savage’s Sure Thing Principle (1954) in some of the Ellsberg examples are ‘highly
contrived’ and ‘will never be observed by the decision maker’. However, as they remark, this point
does not hold for the Ellsberg one-urn example that we consider in the Introduction. Indeed, the
approach proposed here focusses on what the decision maker expects to learn, rather than what he
can learn or observe. Li (2015) studies the relationship between ambiguity attitude and preferences
for (partial) information, in a setup where the decision maker can choose which exogenously given
partitional information structure (objective tree) he will face. By contrast, the central issue in this
paper is the importance of recognising the information structure he actually thinks he is facing, and
many of the results are about its consequences for choice.

7 Conclusion
It is commonly held that dynamic consistency, consequentialism and non-expected utility are incompatible. We have argued that this is not true, if the dynamic consistency condition is properly
formulated. The central idea is that one can only ask a decision maker to be dynamically consistent with respect to the contingencies that he in fact envisages – rather than those imposed by a
theorist. When these contingencies are properly taken into account, the apparent incompatibility is
resolved.
The proposed perspective provides a principled justification for the use of a restricted family of
sets of priors in applications to dynamic choice problems. In applications, one typically adopts the
implicit assumption that the decision maker knows what the decision tree is and that it is the one the
theorist or analyst is using. It turns out that dynamic consistency, in the refined sense introduced
here, implies that this assumption can only hold if the decision maker’s ex ante beliefs are of a
specific form. A decision maker whose beliefs are not of this form may be perfectly dynamically
consistent: he just will not consider himself to be facing the decision tree that the theorist or analyst
is using. That, of course, is not necessarily a problem for the decision maker, but rather for the
analyst.
Finally, the perspective provides a new analysis of information-acquisition decisions under
non-expected utility, debunking the argument that such decision makers are information averse.
Rather, it shows that non-expected utility decision makers will only turn down an offer of ‘free’
information when, in their eyes, it comes at a cost: it means foregoing information they had otherwise expected to receive.
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Appendix A Incorporating the envisaged contingencies into the
state space
In Section 2.1, we claimed that the analysis conducted in this paper goes through in other setups;
in this Appendix, we illustrate this point by considering a framework where the contingencies are
explicitly represented in an ‘extended’ state space.
We adopt the terminology and assumptions in Section 2; recall that S is the ‘objective’ payoffrelevant state space and M the grand set of signals (possible contingencies). The ‘extended state
space’, incorporating the payoff-relevant states and signals, is Ω “ S ˆ M. Although Ω is rich
enough to represent all ex ante uncertainty, both about the state of the world and about the signal
or contingency obtained ex post, S is sufficient to represent all payoff-relevant uncertainty. As
such, the domain of preferences, ľ and tľm umPM , is still the set A defined in Section 2, which
corresponds naturally to a subset of C Ω . Similar points hold for the sets of priors involved in the
representation of preferences: the sets of priors from Section 2, C and tCm umPM , correspond to sets
of priors over the partition ttsu ˆ M | s P Su of Ω induced by S. A signal m P M corresponds to
the set S ˆ tmu Ď S ˆ M; the ex post preferences conditional on this set are the preferences after
having received m, ľm , introduced in Section 2. The set of envisaged contingencies corresponds
in this setup to a subset of Ω, namely the set S ˆ I. We call this set EC.27
Given the lack of a preference relation over C Ω , some remarks are in order about what should
count as (the equivalent of a) ‘null event’ in Ω. On the one hand, ‘extended’ states not belonging
to EC can be thought of as ‘null’ insofar as the decision maker does not consider it possible
for them to hold (he does not consider it possible for him to receive the corresponding signals).
Moreover, any state ps1 , C 1 q such that s1 is null according to the ex ante preference relation ľ can
naturally be thought of ‘null’. We will say that EC X NN is the set of Ω-non-null states, where
NN “ tps1 , C 1 q P Ω | s1 is ľ -non-nullu. Any event with non-empty intersect with EC X NN
will be said to be Ω-non-null.
Note that, given the representation of possible signals or ‘learning events’ in the extended state
space, it does not make sense to consider learning or conditioning upon certain events of Ω. To
characterize the events that can conceivably be learnt, we introduce the following definition.
Definition 3. An event A Ď Ω is learnable if it satisfies the following two conditions:
1. m1 “ m2 for all ps1 , m1 q, ps2 , m2 q P A.
27

Whilst we do not assume a preference relation on C Ω or a set of priors over Ω, the analysis undertaken below

continues to hold under such an assumption, as long as the preference relation or set of priors is appropriately consistent
with C, tCumPM and EC.
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2. If ps1 , m1 q P A, then ps2 , m1 q P A, for every s2 for which pps2 q ą 0 for some p P Cm1 .
A partition of Ω is learnable whenever it consists entirely of learnable events.
Learnable events are those which can conceivably be learnt; this motivates the conditions in the
definition.28 The first condition corresponds to the assumption that, in the ex post stage, the agent
has no uncertainty about the contingency he is in (or, equivalently, the signal he has received).
So the only events in Ω that can be learnt are those which correspond to signals.29 The second
condition reflects the fact that the set of states of the world that the decision maker considers to
be non-null in the ex post stage must respect the beliefs he has at this stage. In particular, a state
s1 P S cannot be ruled out by the information A (i.e. there is no state ps1 , m1 q P A) but nevertheless
possibly have non-zero probability according to the ex post beliefs Cm1 in a contingency permitted
by A.
Note that each learnable event A corresponds to a (unique) signal m˚ P M, and the ex post
preferences conditional on A, ľA , coincide with ľm˚ .
We claim that this framework yields the same analysis as that carried out in the bulk of the paper. To establish this, it suffices to show that the standard definition of dynamic consistency (SDC)
applied in this framework is equivalent to the refined notion of dynamic consistency proposed in
Section 3 (DC). Translated into this framework, SDC becomes:
Standard Dynamic Consistency on Ω. For every f, g P A and learnable partition tAj ujPJ of Ω,
if f ĺAj g for every Ω-non-null Aj , then f ĺ g, and moreover, if any of these ĺAj orderings are
strict, then so is the ĺ one.
Proposition A.1. Standard Dynamic Consistency on Ω is equivalent to DC.
So all the results and points in the paper apply with DC replaced by Standard Dynamic Consistency on Ω. Note moreover that this result can be taken to support the claim that DC is the
appropriate equivalent to SDC for subjective trees. Finally, it allows a reformulation of the discussion in this paper in terms of the difference between applying SDC to the ‘objective’ state space
S and applying it to the ‘extended’ state space Ω. For example, the universal quantification in
SDC can be understood accordingly: SDC on S allows the theorist to treat the decision maker as
planning for any partition of S, whereas SDC on Ω allows the theorist to the treat the decision
28

Recall that we are working in a simple setup with two time periods, and hence are considering the learning of an

event between the ex ante and ex post stage.
29
Of course, given the rich signal space, where the disjunction of any set of signals can be formalised as another
signal, this does not restrict the signals that can be received.
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maker as planning for any partition that is coherent with what he thinks he may learn. This is just
another way of putting the basic insight of this paper: in conceiving the decision maker as choosing
between plans, the theorist must respect what he expects to learn.

Appendix B Foundations
In the bulk of the paper we have assumed the decision maker’s current beliefs (ex ante set of
priors) and envisaged contingencies – and in particular his anticipated ex post sets of priors –
are given. Whilst the former can in principle be gleaned from behaviour (Gilboa and Schmeidler,
1989), so much cannot be said yet for the latter. However, the approach set out above relies on
the contingencies envisaged by the decision maker, and the derived normative defence of nonexpected utility models supposes this notion to have independent meaning. Under the dominant
revealed preference paradigm, behavioural foundations for the notion of contingency envisaged
by the decision maker are thus required. Since these contingencies are needed in the context of
a discussion about, and assessment of, dynamic consistency, the foundations should avoid relying
on assumptions about whether or not it is satisfied, and therefore about the relationship between
the envisaged contingencies and the decision maker’s ex ante preferences. The objective of this
Appendix is to present such behavioural foundations in the context of the maxmin EU model.
The aim is simply to settle the conceptual issue of whether they can be provided with behavioural
foundations, not to provide a practical method for eliciting them. This latter question is left for
future research.
B.1 Setup and representation
We adopt an Anscombe-Aumann-style refinement of the framework set out in Section 2.1,
which is common in axiomatic work. Henceforth, we let the consequences C “ ∆pXq, the set
of Borel probability measures over a nonempty set of (perhaps, but not necessarily, monetary)
outcomes X. X is endowed with a metric under which it is compact, and we adopt the weak
convergence topology on C, under which it is compact metric (Billingsley, 2009, p 72). Under the
product topology, A, the set of acts (i.e. functions from S to C) is compact metric. Moreover, it
is a mixture set with the mixture relation defined pointwise: for f, h P A and α P R, 0 ď α ď 1,
the mixture αf ` p1 ´ αqh is defined by pαf ` p1 ´ αqhqps, xq “ αf ps, xq ` p1 ´ αqhps, xq. The
mixture relation is extended to sets of acts and acts pointwise: for A Ď A, h P A and 0 ď α ď 1,
αA ` p1 ´ αqh “ tαf ` p1 ´ αqh | f P Au. We write fα h as short for αf ` p1 ´ αqh and Aα h for
αA ` p1 ´ αqh. ℘p‚q denotes the set of closed non-empty subsets of ‚; hence, in particular, ℘pAq is
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Figure 4: Time line

ex ante stage
choose shortlist B Ď A

ex post stage
choose act f P B

realisation and payoff

the set of closed non-empty subsets of A. Where required, we use the Hausdorff topology on ℘pAq
(see for example Aliprantis and Border (2007, Section 3.17)). For any A P ℘pAq, copAq is the set
ř
ř
of finite mixtures of elements of A: copAq “ t ni“1 αi fi | αi P r0, 1s with ni“1 αi “ 1, fi P Au.
Note that copAq P ℘pAq.

By contrast to the bulk of the paper, where (future) sets of priors or preference relations were
taken as primitive, we now assume a choice correspondence on A: a function c : ℘pAq Ñ ℘pAq
such that, for any A P ℘pAq, cpAq Ď A. It has the following interpretation, associated with the time
line given in Figure 4. The decision maker knows that he will have to choose an act from a menu
A at an ex post stage (before the realisation of the state of the world, but perhaps after receiving
information). He has the opportunity in an ex ante stage of restricting the options left open to a
subset of A, from which he will make his ex post choice. For an example of such a choice situation,
consider a committee deciding on the allocation of a building contract or a university post: they
may in the first instance rule out some of the candidates, producing a shortlist, from which they
will later choose the winner. For any A P ℘pAq, cpAq is the set of acts that the decision maker
wishes to keep as open alternatives for his future choice; the elements not in cpAq are those that he
is willing to rule out now.30
We consider the following representation:

(4)

cpAq “ tf P A | f P arg max min1
gPA

pPC

ÿ

upgpsqqppsq for some C 1 P Ku

sPS

where u is a continuous affine utility function on ∆pXq and K is a set of convex, closed subsets
of ∆pSq. The sets of priors in K are interpreted as the future beliefs that the decision maker
anticipates himself as possibly having at the moment when he will be faced with his final choice.
They can be thought of as the contingencies he envisages: that is, K is basically the set tCi uiPI of
envisaged contingencies introduced in Section 2. (2) represents a decision maker who anticipates
30

Note that nothing is assumed about the relationship between cpAq (which will reveal the envisaged contingencies)

and the acts the decision maker would choose from A if he were asked to choose now (which, as standard, can be
represented by his ex ante preferences).
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that, in each envisaged contingency, he will form preferences according to the maxmin EU rule
with the set of priors corresponding to that contingency. He retains as an open option any act that
is optimal according to this rule with at least one of the sets of priors in K, and rules out any act
that is not optimal under any of the sets.
B.2 Axioms and result
Consider the following axioms on the choice correspondence c.
Axiom A1 (Chernoff). For all A, B P ℘pAq, f P A, if A Ď B and f P cpBq, then f P cpAq.
Axiom A2 (Aizerman). For all A, B P ℘pAq, if cpBq Ď A Ď B, then cpAq Ď cpBq.
Axiom A3 (Non-degeneracy). There exist d, e P ∆pXq such that d P cptd, euq and e R cptd, euq.
Axiom A4 (Fixed utilities). For all d, e P ∆pXq and A, B P ℘p∆pXqq with A Ď B, if d, e P cpAq,
then d P cpBq if and only if e P cpBq.
Axiom A5 (Set C-Independence). For all A P ℘pAq, d P ∆pXq, and for all α P p0, 1q, cpAα dq “
cpAqα d.
Axiom A6 (Union C-Independence). For all A P ℘pAq, α P p0, 1q and d P ∆pXq with d P cpAq,
cpAq Ď cpA Y Aα dq.
Axiom A7 (Monotonicity). For all A, B P ℘pAq with A Ď B, if, for each g P B, there exists
f P A with f psq P cptf psq, gpsquq for all s P S, then cpAq Ď cpBq. Moreover, for every g P B, if
there exists f P B with gpsq R cptf psq, gpsquq for all s P S, then g R cpBq.
Axiom A8 (Uncertainty aversion). For all A, B P ℘pAq with B Ď cpAq, f P cpA Y tf uq for all
f P copBq whenever there exist d P ∆pXq and g P B such that: i. fα d P B for all α P r0, 1s
and all f P B; and ii. gα d R cpA Y tfβ euq for all f P B, all e P ∆pXq with d R cptd, euq and all
α, β P p0, 1q.
Axiom A9 (Continuity). For all sequences of menus pAn qnPN and A P ℘pAq with An Ñ A and all
sequences of acts pfn qnPN with fn P cpAn q for each n P N, if fn Ñ f , then f P cpAq.
Chernoff (A1) and Aizerman (A2) are standard axioms in the choice-theoretical literature. The
conjunction of the two is weaker than the Weak Axiom of Revealed Preference, and equivalent to
a notion of rationalisability discussed in Moulin (1985) (from whom we also borrow the nomenclature). Fixed utilities (A4) imposes Sen’s axiom β on the restriction of c to menus containing
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only constant acts. It follows from standard choice theory results (Sen, 1971) that the restriction to
constant acts is represented by a single complete transitive preference relation. This axiom translates the assumption that the decision maker’s preferences over constant acts are the same in all
envisaged future contingencies; he only anticipates differences in beliefs. Non-degeneracy (A3)
and Continuity (A9) are fairly standard.
The remaining axioms can be thought of as choice-theoretical analogues of the GilboaSchmeidler axioms on preferences (1989). The C-independence axioms (A5 and A6) correspond
to Gilboa and Schmeidler’s C-independence. The idea behind their axiom is that mixing with
a constant act does not ‘change’ the preference order. Similarly here, Set C-independence (A5)
states that mixing a menu with a constant act does not ‘change’ which acts are kept open: if the
decision maker wanted to keep an act as an open option from a given menu, he would like to keep
the mixture of the act as an open alternative from a mixture of the menu. A consequence of the
Gilboa-Schmeidler C-independence axiom (in conjunction with other basic preference axioms) is
that, for any act f and constant act d, whichever of the acts is weakly preferred between f and d
remains weakly preferred over any mixture fα d. Union C-independence states the equivalent of
this for menus: if the decision maker would keep open an act f and a constant act d from a menu,
then adding fα d, or indeed any mixture of d with an element of the menu, does not ‘change’ his
decision to keep f and d open. This translates the idea that if f or d will be possibly chosen in
some future contingency when both are available, then fα d will not be chosen over it.
Monotonicity (A7) is essentially the standard monotonicity or statewise dominance axiom formulated for menus. It includes both a weak and a strict dominance clause. The first basically says
that adding elements to a menu that are weakly dominated by some element already present does
not lead one to rule out any of the options that one initially left open. This translates the standard
intuition that adding a weakly dominated option should not prevent a previously chosen option
from being chosen.31 The second clause just says that one does not leave strictly dominated acts
open: this translates the intuition that strictly dominated options are never chosen.
Uncertainty Aversion (A8) can be thought of as a weakening of the standard Gilboa-Schmeidler
axiom, extended to the general menu setting. The standard axiom, formulated on preferences,
states that if there is indifference between a pair of acts, then any mixture is weakly preferred
to both. A natural extension to the case of general menus is obtained by replacing the pair of
indifferent acts by a subset of cpAq, and the mixture by any mixture of the elements in the subset.
That is, it states that, for all A, B P ℘pAq with B Ď cpAq, f P cpA Y tf uq for all f P copBq.
The axiom A8 is evidently a weakening of this extension, stating that it holds under particular
31

The proposed interpretation of dominance is vindicated by the Fixed utilities axiom (A4).
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conditions. In fact, the interpretation of the extension requires considering the acts in cpAq to be
indifferent; however, whilst this is the case under WARP and the standard interpretation of choice
correspondences, it is no longer true under the weaker choice-theoretic axioms and alternative
interpretation used here. The conditions in A8 guarantee that there is an ex post preference relation
according to which the acts in B are indifferent.32 So the axiom can be understood as stating that if
the decision maker anticipates that he will be indifferent between the acts in B, then he anticipates
that he will be willing to choose any mixture – since mixtures may hedge the ambiguity in the acts
– and so he leaves these mixtures open. As such, A8 captures the hedging intuition in the standard
axiom, in the context of the specific interpretation of the choice correspondence employed here.
A foundation for the notion of contingency envisaged by the decision maker is given by the
following representation theorem.
Theorem B.1. Let c be a choice correspondence on A. The following are equivalent:
(i) c satisfies A1–A9;
(ii) There exists a nonconstant continuous affine utility function u : ∆pXq Ñ R and a set K of
closed convex sets of probability measures on S such that:

(2)

cpAq “

#

f P A | f P arg max min1
gPA

pPC

ÿ

upgpsqqppsq for some C 1 P K

sPS

+

Moreover, u is unique up to positive affine transformation, and there is a unique minimal K.
This theorem shows that, under certain conditions, a set of sets of priors – or a set of envisaged
contingencies – representing the choice correspondence according to (2) exists. Moreover, there
is a unique ‘canonical’ such set, namely the unique minimal set. We conclude that the notion of
contingency envisaged by the decision maker introduced in Section 2 does have solid behavioural
foundations.
32

This can be seen as follows. Whenever a decision maker chooses to leave open the acts f , g, the constant act

d, and mixtures fα d and gα d from a menu, this means that he envisages contingencies where each of these acts is
optimal. Moreover, since, for any ex post maxmin EU preference, fα d is optimal from a menu containing f and d only
if f and d are indifferent, there is an possible contingency in which f , d and fα d are all optimal. Similarly, there is a
possible contingency in which g, d and gα d are all optimal. Finally, if, for any act dominating fβ d, adding such an act
causes the mixtures gα d to no longer be left open, this implies that any act dominating fβ d is also strictly preferred to
g, d and gα d according to the contingencies where they were all indifferent; so fβ d, and hence f and d are indifferent
to g, d and gα d under some contingency. Extending this reasoning to more than two acts, the conditions in A8 imply
that the decision maker considers it possible that he will be indifferent among the acts in B.
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Remark B.1. Technically, Theorem B.1 is related to the representation result in Seidenfeld et al.
(2010), which, in the same formal framework, studies the case where the decision maker’s ex post
preferences are expected utility. It may be also considered – technically, again – as a contribution
to the literature on preference for flexibility or unforeseen contingencies initiated by Kreps (1979,
9 on ℘pAq as follows: for
1992); Dekel et al. (2001). To see this, define the preference relation ă
9 if and only if cpA Y Bq X A “ H. It is straightforward to check that
all A, B P ℘pAq, AăB
this preference relation over menus is represented by the u and K featuring in representation (2) as
9 if and only if
follows: for all A, B P ℘pAq, AăB

max min1

(3)

gPA pPC

ÿ

sPS

upgpsqqppsq ă max min1
gPB pPC

ÿ

upgpsqqppsq for all C 1 P K

sPS

It is standard in this literature to form menu preferences using an ‘aggregator’ that ensures
completeness: if menu A is better than B under one ex post preference and B is better under a
different one, the decision maker is assumed to ‘weigh off’ the two ex post preferences and order
the menus. Representation (3) involves no aggregation of this sort: menus are ordered only when
there is strict (ex post preference-wise) dominance. So in the sort of example just given, it is not
assumed that the decision maker ‘weighs off’ the ex post preferences, and the weak version of
9 is incomplete. This difference is crucial for the goal in this Appendix. A standard aggregator
ă
fully determines preferences over singleton menus, which are naturally interpreted as reflecting the
decision maker’s ex ante preferences over acts. To this extent, it embodies a particular relationship
between ex ante and ex post preferences. So any theory that delivers ex post preferences by relying
on such an aggregator effectively incorporates an assumption on the relationship with ex ante
preferences. But, as explained previously, foundations for the ex post sets of priors (the envisaged
contingencies) are needed to ascertain whether dynamic consistency is satisfied, and so they should
avoid invoking assumptions about the relationship between ex post and ex ante preferences. The
result above, combined with the previous interpretation of the choice function, involves no such
assumption.33

Appendix C Proofs of results in the paper
Proof of Proposition 1. Let D be as specified, and consider f, g P A with f ĺi g for all i P I. By
ř
ř
representation (1), it follows that minqi PCi sPS upf psqqqi psq ď minqi PCi sPS upgpsqqqi psq for all
i P I. By assumption,
33

See also footnote 30 above.
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min

p̂PCD

ÿ

upf psqqp̂psq “

sPS

minś
pPD;pqi qiPI P iPI Ci

“ min
pPD

ď min
pPD

“ min
p̂PCD

ÿ

˜

˜

ÿ

qi PCi

ppiq min

iPI

upf psqq

sPS

ppiq min

iPI

ÿ

ÿ

qi PCi

˜
ÿ

ppiqqi psq

iPI

ÿ

upf psqqqi psq

ÿ

upgpsqqqi psq

sPS

sPS

¸

¸

¸

upgpsqqp̂psq

sPS

where the second and last equalities follow from the fact that ppiq ě 0 for all i P I. So f ĺD g, as
required. Since ppiq ą 0 for all i P I and p P D, whenever one of the ľi preferences are strict, so
is the ľD one; hence DC is satisfied.

Proof of Proposition 2. Since u is continuous and increasing and C is a real interval, for every
c1 , c2 P C and α P p0, 1q, there exists a d P C such that updq “ αupc1 q ` p1 ´ αqupc2 q. Henceforth,
for any c1 , c2 P C and α P p0, 1q, we use αc1 ` p1 ´ αqc2 to refer to a d P C with this property. This
notion of mixture is extended to acts pointwise: for g1 , g2 P A and α P p0, 1q, αg1 ` p1 ´ αqg2 P A
is defined by: pαg1 ` p1 ´ αqg2 qpsq “ αg1 psq ` p1 ´ αqg2 psq for all s P S.
Let J : A Ñ R be the maxmin EU functional represented by C (i.e. Jpf q “
ř
minpPC sPS upf psqqppsq for all f P A), and likewise for Ji and Ci . RapJI q is the range of the

vector pJi qiPI over A, and RapJi q the range of the function Ji for each i. Note that, since the utility
functions are the same for all ĺi , RapJi q “ RapJj q for all i, j; call this set R. Since the utility
function is continuous, this is an interval. conepRapJI qq is the cone spanned by RapJI q. We use e
to denote the unit vector in RI .
We say that a function φ : Rn Ñ R is: constant additive if φpx ` aeq “ φpxq ` a for all
x P Rn , a P R; positively homogeneous if φpαxq “ αφpxq for all x P Rn , α ě 0; monotonic if
φpxq ě φpyq for all x, y P Rn such that xi ě yi for all i P t1, . . . , nu; and strongly monotonic if it
is monotonic and φpxq ą φpyq for all x, y P Rn such that xi ě yi for all i P t1, . . . , nu with strict
inequality for some i.
As shown by Crès et al. (2011, Lemmas 1–4), DC implies that Jpf q “ φppJi pf qqiPI q where φ is
a constant additive, positively homogeneous, monotonic real-valued function on RapJI q. Consider
any vector x P RI . For each i P I, since xi P R “ RapJi q, it follows from the fact that the utility
function is continuous and increasing that there exists a constant act cxi P C with Ji pcxi q “ xi .
Hence, defining g x P A by g x psq “ cxi psq whenever s P Ai , it follows from the fact that tĺi uiPI is
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P-objective that ppJi pg x qqiPI q “ ppJi pcxi qqiPI q “ x. It follows that RI Ď RapJI q; by the definition
of RapJI q, this inclusion is in fact an equality. Now consider any pair of vectors x, y P RI . By
definition, Ji pαg x ` p1 ´ αqg y q “ Ji pαcxi ` p1 ´ αqcyi q “ αJi pcxi q ` p1 ´ αqJi pcyi q “ αJi pg x q `
p1 ´ αqJi pg y q “ αxi ` p1 ´ αqyi , where the middle equality holds by the fact that the maxmin
EU functional coincides with EU on constant acts (and the definition of αcxi ` p1 ´ αqcyi ). Hence
φpαx`p1´αqyq “ φppJi pαg x `p1´αqg y qqiPI q “ Jpαg x `p1´αqg y q ě αJpg x q`p1´αqJpg y q “
αφppJi pg x qqiPI q ` p1 ´ αqφppJipg y qiPI q “ αφpxq ` p1 ´ αqφpyq, where the inequality in the middle
holds because of the concavity of the maxmin EU functional J. Hence φ is concave.
Using standard arguments, φ can be extended to a monotonic, positively homogeneous, constant additive, concave function on RI . Application of the argument in Gilboa and Schmeidler
(1989) (see also (Crès et al., 2011, Lemma 8)) implies that there exists a closed convex D Ď ∆pIq
ř
such that φpxq “ minpPD iPI pi xi . The strict positivity of the elements in D follows directly from

DC and the fact that RapJI q “ RI . The form of the set of priors C representing J follows from
Crès et al. (2011, Proposition 1).

Proof of Proposition 3. To show the right to left direction, suppose that CpIq Ď C. Take
ř
any (compact) A Ď A let g “ arg maxf PA minpPC sPS upf psqqppsq. By the definition

of the maxmin EU rule (representation (1)), the containment of sets of priors implies that
ř
ř
ř
minpPCpIq sPS upgpsqqppsq ě minpPC sPS upgpsqqppsq “ maxf PA minpPC sPS upf psqqppsq. For
ř
ř
every k P K, by definition, maxf PA minpPCpIqk sPS upf psqqppsq ě minpPCpIqk sPS upgpsqqppsq.
and hence ¯that
By ´
Proposition C.2, DC implies that the aggregator
´`φpIq is monotonic,
`
˘ ¯
˘
ř
ř
φpIq maxf PA minpPCpIq k sPS upf psqqppsq kPK ě φpIq minpPCpIq k sPS upgpsqqppsq kPK “
ř
minpPCpIq sPS upgpsqqppsq (the last equality by the definition of φpIq ). Combining these two inequalities, one obtains that the value of information I is always non-negative.

Now consider the other direction, and´ suppose that CpIq Ę C; we shall ¯show
`
˘
ř
that there exists A P ℘pAq with φpIq maxf PA minpPCpIqk sPS upf psqqppsq kPK
ă
ř
maxf PA minpPC sPS upf psqqppsq. Since CpIq Ę C, there exists p P ∆pΣq with p P CpIq zC.
By a separation theorem (Aliprantis and Border, 2007, 5.80), there is a nonzero linear functional

φ on bapSq and α P R such that φppq ď α ă φpqq for all q P C. Since S is finite (so B is
finite-dimensional), B is reflexive, and, by the standard isomorphism between bapSq and B ˚ , it
follows that bapSq˚ is isometrically isomorphic to B (Dunford and Schwartz, 1958, IV.3); hence
ř
there is a real-valued function a P B such that φpqq “ sPS apsqppsq for any q P bapSq. Without
loss of generality φ, a can be chosen so that a takes
of u. Take g P A such
´` values in the range
˘ ¯
ř
that u ˝ g “ a, and consider the menu tgu. φpIq maxf Ptgu minpPCpIqk sPS upf psqqppsq kPK “
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minpPCpIqk

ř

˘

¯

“

minpPCpIq

ř

upgpsqqppsq.
However,
ř
by the definition of g, minpPCpIq sPS upgpsqqppsq
ă minpPC sPS upgpsqqppsq ¯ “
´`
˘
ř
ř
maxf Ptgu minpPC sPS upf psqqppsq. Hence φpIq maxf Ptgu minpPCpIqk sPS upf psqqppsq kPK ă
ř
maxf Ptgu minpPC sPS upf psqqppsq, as required.
sPS

upgpsqqppsq

kPK

ř

sPS

Proposition C.2. pľ, tľm umPM , Iq satisfies Dynamic Consistency if and only if there exists a constant additive, positively homogeneous, monotonic function φ : RI Ñ R that is
ř
ř
strongly monotonic on RappminpPCi sPS up¨qppsqqiPI q such that minpPC sPS upf psqqppsq “
ř
φppminpPCi sPS upf psqqppsqqiPI q for all f P A.34
Proof. The ‘if’ direction is straightforward. The proof of the ‘only if’ direction draws on the de-

velopments in Crès et al. (2011). By their Lemmas 1–4, there exists a constant additive, positively
homogeneous, monotonic real-valued function φ on conepRapJI qq such that Jpf q “ φppJi pf qqiPI q
for all f P A. Cerreia-Vioglio et al. (2013, Theorem 1) show that the real-valued function φ̂ on RI ,
defined by φ̂pyq “ suptφpxq ` b | x P RapJI q, b P R, x ` be ď yu for all y P RI , extends φ and is
constant additive and monotonic. It is clear from the definition and the positive homogeneity of φ
that φ̂ is positively homogeneous. Finally, strong monotonicity on RapJI q is a direct consequence
of DC.

Remark C.1. It is straightforward to check that the preferences in Proposition 1 correspond to
the special case of those characterised here where φ is concave. The following counterexample
(inspired by Crès et al., 2011) shows that there are pľ, tľm umPM , Iq satisfying DC, where the φ in
Proposition C.2 is not concave, and hence where preferences are not of the sort in Proposition 1.
Let there be two states, S “ ts, tu. Suppose that the decision maker envisages two contingen(
(
cies with ex post sets of priors C1 “ p P ∆pSq : ppsq ě 12 and C2 “ p P ∆pSq : ppsq ď 21 , and
(
that his ex ante set of priors is the singleton C “ p P ∆pSq : ppsq “ 12 . Note that, for all f P A,
min
pPC

1
1
upf psqqppsq “ upf psqq ` upf ptqq
2
2
sPS
ˆ
ˆ
˙
ˆ
˙˙
1
1
1
1
“ max min
upf psqq ` upf ptqq, upf psqq , min
upf psqq ` upf ptqq, upf ptqq
2
2
2
2
˜
¸
ÿ
ÿ
“ max min
upf psqqppsq, min
upf psqqppsq
ÿ

pPC1

34

RappminpPCi

ř

sPS

sPS

pPC2

sPS

up¨qppsqqiPI q Ď RI is the range of the pminpPCi
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So the relation in Proposition C.2 holds with φpx, yq “ maxpx, yq. Since φ is constant additive,
positively homogenous and strongly monotonic, DC is satisfied; however, φ is clearly not concave,
as required.
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Appendix D Supplementary Material. Technical Appendix: Auxiliary Proofs
Throughout this Appendix, B will denote the space of real-valued functions on S, and bapSq will
denote the set of real-valued set functions on S, both under the Euclidean topology. B is equipped
with the standard order: a ď b iff apsq ď bpsq for all s P S. For x P R, x˚ is the constant function
taking value x; we use R˚ to denote the set of constant functions. Addition with acts and positive
scalar multiplication is extended to sets as standard: for A Ď B, a P B, α ą 0, αA “ tαb | b P Au
and A ` a “ tb ` a | b P Au. Recall that, for any subset A Ď B, we use copAq to denote the convex
closure of A.
D.1 Proofs of Results in the Appendices
Proof of Proposition A.1. By the definition of learnable events, for each Aj , there exists mj P M
such that ĺAj is represented by Cmj according to (1). By the definition of Ω-non-nullness, for
any Ω-non-null Aj , mj P I. Moreover, for any Aj1 , Aj2 P tAj ujPJ , mj1 ‰ mj2 : if not, then for
any state s such that ppsq ą 0 for some p P Cmj1 “ Cmj2 , ps, mj1 q P Aj1 X Aj2 , contradicting
the disjointness of the elements of the partition. So, for any learnable partition tAj ujPJ , there is
an injective map from the Ω-non-null elements of tAj ujPJ to the set of envisaged contingencies
I. Moreover, this map is surjective: for any epistemic contingency i P I, there is a Ω-non-null
state ps, iq, and hence there is a cell Aj 1 of the partition such that the associated element of M
mj 1 “ mi . So, for any learnable partition, there is a bijection between the Ω-non-null cells of this
partition and I; moreover, this bijection is such that, for each Ω-non-null cell of the partition, the
preferences conditional on this cell coincide with those in the envisaged contingency related to it
by the bijection. The equivalence between the two conditions follows immediately.

Proof of Theorem B.1. We first consider the direction (i) to (ii). The proof proceeds as follows.
Firstly, using monotonicity (A7) we show that c generates a choice correspondence on a subset
of the set of real-valued functions on S, which can be extended to a choice correspondence on
the whole set satisfying Chernoff, Aizerman, upper hemicontinuity and choice-correspondence
versions of constant linearity, superadditivity, monotonicity and union C-independence (Lemmas
D.2 and D.1). The most important step in the proof is Proposition D.1, which shows that, for any
set Â and any â P cpÂq, there exists a closed convex set of finitely additive probability measures
such that the maxmin expectation represents c in the sense that any maximal element over A1
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according to maxmin expectation with this set of priors is in cpA1 q, and such that â maximises the
maxmin expctation on Â. Taking the union of such sets of probability measures over all pairs a, A
with a P cpAq yields the required set K. Lemmas used below are proved in Appendix D.2.
We now begin the proof. By A1 and A4 and standard choice theory results (for example Sen
(1971)), the restriction of c to sets containing only constant acts is represented in the standard way
by a reflexive transitive complete order. By A3, A5 and A9 and the Herstein-Milnor theorem, this
order (and hence the restriction of the choice correspondence) is represented by a non-degenerate
affine utility function u; by A9, u is continuous. Let K “ up∆pXqq and BpKq be the set of
functions in B taking values in K. Without loss of generality, it can be assumed that 0 P K, and it
is not on its boundary.
There is thus a many-to-one mapping between acts in A and elements of BpKq, given by a “
u ˝ f , for f P A. Define the choice correspondence cBpKq , on BpKq, as follows: for A P ℘pBpKqq,
and A1 P ℘pAq such that A “ u ˝ A1 , cBpKq pAq “ u ˝ cpA1 q By Lemma D.2 (Appendix D.2), cBpKq
is well-defined. Let ℘bbd pBq be the set of closed bounded subsets of B.
Lemma D.1. There exists a choice correspondence c : ℘bdd pBq Ñ ℘bdd pBq on B such that:
i. for all A P ℘pBpKqq, cpAq “ cBpKq pAq
ii. c satisfies Chernoff and Aizerman (that is, A1 and A2)35
iii. c is constant linear: for all A P ℘bdd pBq, α ą 0 and x P R, cpαA ` x˚ q “ αcpAq ` x˚
iv. c is constant independent: for all A P ℘bdd pBq, α P p0, 1q and x P R with x˚ P cpAq,
cpAq Ď cpA Y pαA ` p1 ´ αqx˚ qq
v. c is monotonic: for all A, B P ℘bdd pBq with A Ď B, if for each b P B, there exists a P A with
a ě b, then cpAq Ď cpBq, and, for any b P B, if there exists a P B with a ą b, then b R cpBq.
vi. c is superadditive: for all A P ℘bdd pBq, A1 Ď cpAq, a1 P cpA Y ta1 uq for all a1 P copA1 q
whenever there exist x P R and b P A1 such that: i. αa ` p1 ´ αqx˚ P A1 for all a P A1 ,
α P p0, 1q; and ii. αb ` p1 ´ αqx˚ R cpA1 Y ta ` y ˚ uq for all a P A1 , y ą 0 and α P p0, 1q.
vii. c is upper hemicontinuous: for all sequences pAn qnPN , An P ℘bdd pBq and A P ℘bdd pBq with
An Ñ A and for all sequences pan qnPN , an P B, with an P cpAn q for all n P N, if an Ñ a,
then a P cpAq.
As stated above, the following proposition is the central part of the proof.
35

Henceforth, we shall refer to these properties by these names.
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Proposition D.1. Let c : ℘bdd pBq Ñ ℘bdd pBq be a choice correspondence satisfying the properties
in Lemma D.1, and suppose that, for some â P Â P ℘bdd pBq, â P cpÂq. Then there exists a closed
convex set Câ,Â of probability measures on S such that:
(1) For all A P ℘bdd pBq,

b P arg max min

(4)

b1 PA

(2) â P arg maxb1 PÂ minpPCâ,Â

ř

sPS

pPCâ,Â

ÿ

b1 psqppsq ñ b P cpAq

sPS

b1 psqppsq

Proof. We consider the case where â is not a constant act; the case where is it a constant act is
treated similarly, by using the construction below with a non-constant act a such that tαa ` p1 ´
αqâ| α P r0, 1su “ cptαa ` p1 ´ αqâ| α P r0, 1suq.
We begin with some notation. First, recall that B is (isomorphic to) Euclidean space, so for
ease we may use Euclidean notation and intuition at points. In particular, let } ¨ } be the Euclidean
norm. Let Uâ “ tb P B | inf xPR }b ´ x˚ } ď inf xPR }â ´ x˚ }u: this is the smallest ‘tube’ around
the ray generated by the unit vector containing â. By the assumption that â is not constant, it is
not a ray. Moreover, for any a P B, let a “ tαa ` x˚ | α ě 0, x P Ru; this is the positive halfplane generated by a and the unit vector, with as boundary the ray generated by the unit vector.
It is straightforward to check that the tazR˚ | a P BzR˚ u form a partition of BzR˚ ; call the set of
equivalence classes of the partition Q.
For a P B, x P R, we define ra, x˚ s “ tαa ` p1 ´ αqx˚ | α P r0, 1su, and Ξ “ tra, x˚ s| a P
Ť
B, x P R, cpra, x˚ sq “ ra, x˚ su. Moreover, for any A P ℘bdd pBq and x P R, XxA “ aPA ra, x˚ s.
Note that, since A is closed and bounded, so is XxA .
Now consider the set Z of pairs pO, Iq where:
1. O is a non-empty convex closed subset of B such that:
a. for all a P B, if a P O, then a Ď O
b. â P O
2. I : O Ñ R is a functional with the following properties:
a. I is monotonic: for all a, b P B, if a ě b, Ipaq ě Ipbq
b. I is constant linear (i.e. constant additive and positively homogeneous): for all a P O,
x P R, α ą 0, Ipαa ` x˚ q “ αIpaq ` x
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c. I is superadditive: for any α P r0, 1s, Ipαa ` p1 ´ αqbq ě αIpaq ` p1 ´ αqIpbq
d. I represents c on O: for all A P ℘bdd pOq, arg maxA I Ď cpAq
e. â P arg maxÂXO I
Â
q
f. for any A1 P ℘bdd pOq with A1 Ď ta P O|Ipaq “ Ipâqu, A1 Ď cpA1 Y XIpâq
Â
Ď A, and for every
g. for every A P ℘bdd pOq with pta P O|Ipaq “ Ipâqu X Uâ q Y XIpâq

a1 P ta P O|Ipaq “ Ipâqu X Uâ and every z ą 0, αâ ` p1 ´ αqpIpâqq˚ R cpA Y ta1 ` z ˚ uq
for every α P p0, 1q.
Note that, by property 2f, Chernoff, and the definition of Uâ , râ, Ipâq˚ s Ď ta P O|Ipaq “
Ipâqu X Uâ .
Z is equipped with the order ď, defined as follows: pO1 , I1 q ď pO2, I2 q iff:
• O1 Ď O2
• I1 “ I2 |O1
This is evidently a partial order. In a pair of auxiliary lemmas (proved in Appendix D.2),
we show that any element of this order not containing some b P B can be extended to another
element in Z containing it (Lemma D.5) and that Z is non-empty (Lemma D.13). Since, for
each pO, Iq P Z, O is the convex hull of a set of half-planes, and B is finite dimensional, all
chains of elements of Z must be finite. Hence every chain has an upper bound, which is in fact
its top element. Take any maximal chain, in the sense that there is no pO 2 , I 2 q P Z which is
pO 2 , I 2 q ą pO 1, I 1 q for all pO 1, I 1 q in the chain. For the top element of this chain, O “ B; if not,
then there exists b R O, whence, by Lemma D.5, there is a pO 1 , I 1 q P Z with pO 1 , I 1 q ą pO, Iq.
Hence there is an element pB, Iq P Z, with I being a monotonic, constant linear, superadditive
functional on B representing c (in the sense of property 2d) and satisfying property 2e.
By the result in Gilboa and Schmeidler (1989) (in particular Lemma 3.5 onwards), there exists
ř
a unique closed convex set of probability measures Câ,Â such that Ipaq “ mincPCâ,Â sPS apsqppsq.

By the fact that I represents c, it follows that (4) holds for Câ,Â . Moreover, by property 2e, â P
ř
arg maxÂ I, and so â P arg maxbPÂ minpPCâ,Â sPS bpsqppsq, as required.
We conclude the direction (i) to (ii). Let K “ tCâ,Â | Â P ℘bdd pBq, â P cpÂqu, where the
Câ,Â are as in Proposition D.1. By the definition of the choice correspondence c on B, and clause
ř
1 of Proposition D.1, for any C P K, if f P arg maxgPA minpPC sPS upgpsqqppsq, then f P cpAq.
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Moreover, for any f P A and A P ℘pAq, if f P cpAq, then, by clause 2 of Proposition D.1,
ř
f P arg maxgPA minpPCu˝f,u˝A sPS upgpsqqppsq. Hence K and u represent c according to (2).

As concerns the necessity of the axioms (the (ii) to (i) direction), all axioms are evi-

dent or have been shown to be necessary elsewhere in the literature (see for example Moulin
(1985) for the necessity of A1 and A2), except A8. To establish the necessity of this axiom, we first claim that the conditions of the axiom imply that there is a set C P K such
ř
that B Ď arg maxhPA minpPC sPS uphpsqqppsq. Suppose that this is not the case and con-

sider the act g P B mentioned in the axiom. Take any set C1 P K such that gα d P
ř
arg maxhPA minpPC1 sPS uphpsqqppsq for some α P p0, 1q. By the reductio assumption, there
ř
must be an act f P B such that f R arg maxhPA minpPC1 sPS uphpsqqppsq; take such an f . By the
ř
facts just established, and the fact that d P A, we have that minpPC1 sPS upgα dpsqqppsq ě updq
ř
ř
and minpPC1 sPS upgα dpsqqppsq ą minpPC1 sPS upf psqqppsq. It thus follows that there exists
ř
ř
e ą d and β P p0, 1q such that minpPC1 sPS upgαdpsqqppsq ě minpPC1 sPS upfβ epsqqppsq,
and hence, by the representation (2), that gα d P cpA Y tfβ euq, contradicting A8. Hence
ř
there is a set C P K such that B Ď arg maxhPA minpPC sPS uphpsqqppsq, as required. It fol-

lows by the concavity of the maxmin expected utility representation that, for any f P copBq,
ř
ř
minpPC sPS upf psqqppsq ě maxhPA minpPC sPS uphpsqqppsq, and so by the representation (2), it
follows that f P cpA Y tf uq for all such f , as required.

The uniqueness of u follows from the standard von Neuman-Morgenstern result. The existence
of a unique minimal K representing c is established by Lemma D.3.

D.2 Lemmas used in the Proof of Theorem B.1
Lemma D.2. For A, B Ď A, suppose that there is a bijection σ : A Ñ B such that, for all f P A,
cptf psq, σpf qpsquq “ tf psq, σpf qpsqu for all s P S. Then cpBq “ σpcpAqq.
Proof. Let A and B satisfy the properties specified, and let f P cpAq. By applying A7 on the sets
A and A Y B, we have that cpAq Ď cpA Y Bq. We distinguish two cases. If there exists d P ∆pXq
with d R cptf psq, duq for all s P S, then consider cppA Y Bqα d Y tσpf quq for α P p0, 1q. By
A7, fα d R cppA Y Bqα d Y tσpf quq, whence cpAqα d Ę cppA Y Bqα d Y tσpf quq; it thus follows
from A2 and A5 that σpf q P cppA Y Bqα d Y tσpf quq. By A9 and the fact that, as α Ñ 1,
pA Y Bqα d Y tσpf qu Ñ A Y B, σpf q P cpA Y Bq. By A1, σpf q P cpBq as required. If there is
no d P ∆pXq with d R cptf psq, duq for all s P S, then take any e P ∆pXq with upeq non-minimal
in K and β P p0, 1q. There exists d P ∆pXq with d R cptfβ epsq, duq for all s P S; applying the
previous argument to ppA Y Bqβ eqα d Y tpσpf qqβ eu yields the conclusion that pσpf qqβ e P cpBβ eq.
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It follows by A5 that σpf q P cpBq as required. By a similar argument on g P cpBq, the result is
obtained.

Proof of Lemma D.1. Define c on BpKq by clause i. Note that, applying A5 on the inverse image
of A and the inverse image of 0˚ , we have that, for any A P ℘pBpKqq and α P p0, 1q, cpαAq “
αcpAq. It follows that, for any A P ℘pBpKqq with αA P ℘pBpKqq where α ą 1, cpαAq “ αcpAq.
c can thus be coherently extended to ℘bdd pBq as follows: for A P ℘bdd pBq, cpAq “

1
cpαAq,
α

where α ą 0 is such that αA P ℘pBpKqq. Note that c is positively homogeneous and satisfies the
choice properties (point ii) by A1 and A2. Moreover, it is constant additive: applying A5 to the
inverse image of 2A and 2x˚ (or appropriate products with a sufficiently small α), we have that
cpA ` x˚ q “ cp 21 p2Aq ` 12 p2x˚ qq “ 12 cp2Aq ` 21 p2x˚ q “ cpAq ` x˚ , as required. So c is constant
linear. The remaining properties are a direct consequence of axioms A6–A9 (multiplying by a
sufficiently small α where appropriate).

Lemma D.3. Let c be representable according to (2). Then there exists a unique minimal K
representing c.
Proof. Let u be any utility function involved in a representation of c according to (2); as established
in Appendix C, it is unique up to positive affine transformation. Let tKm umPM be the sets of
Ť
sets of priors representing c along with u according to (2) and let K “ mPM Km . Let I index

K. Note that K also represents c according to (2). Pick any d P ∆pXq and for each Ci P K,
ř
let Ai “ tf P A | minpPCi sPS upf psqqppsq “ updqu. Since K represents c according to (2),

cpAi q “ Ai for all Ai . Define the following order on tAi | i P Iu: for all i, j P I, Ai Ě Aj iff there
exists f P Ai , e P ∆pXq with e ă d and α P p0, 1q such that fα e P Aj . Note that, by the definition
of Ai , and the fact that, for all i, j P I, Ai ‰ Aj , Ď is complete, and the strict relation is transitive.
We say that a set Ai is essential if there exists no set J Ă Iztiu such that Ai Ğ Aj for all j P J and
Ť
jPJ Aj Ě Ai .

To get a preliminary understanding of these notions, note that, for any i P I, if f P Ai then

fα d P Ai for all α P r0, 1s. Moreover, it follows from the representation that, if Ai Ě Aj , then
there exists f P Ai such that f ąj d. Hence, by the properties of the maxmin EU representation,
for all α P r0, 1q, fα d R th P Ai | h ľj g, @g P Ai u. Moreover, once again by the properties of the
maxmin EU representation, we have that, for any act f 1 with fβ1 d P Ai X Aj for all β P r0, 1s, fβ1 d R
th P Ai | h ľj g, @g P Ai u for all β P r0, 1q. It follows that not only th P Ai | h ľj g, @g P Ai u ‰
Ť
Ai for any Aj such that Ai Ě Aj , but also that j s.t. Ai ĚAj th P Ai | h ľj g, @g P Ai u ‰ Ai . This
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motivates the definition of essential sets: they are those sets Ai for which the fact that Ai “ cpAi q
cannot be ‘attained’ using a set of sets Aj . Uniqueness follows from Lemma D.4 below, which
implies that there is a unique minimal subset of K representing c; it follows in particular that this
is contained in every set of sets of priors Km representing c.

Lemma D.4. tCi | i P I, Ai essentialu represents c according to (2), and for any set tCk | k P Ku
with K Ď I that represents c, K Ě ti P I | Ai essentialu.
Proof. For ease of presentation, we reason on the preference relations ĺi generated by the sets of
priors Ci . Let R be the set of preference relations on A defined as follows: ĺi P R if and only
if there exists Ci P K such that ĺi is represented according to (1) by Ci and u. We say that a set
of preference relations R1 represents c if the following holds: cpAq “ tf P A | D ĺi P R1 , @g P
A, f ľi gu for all A P ℘pAq. Note that R represents c in this sense.
We first show that tĺi | i P I, Ai essentialu represents c. Since tĺi | i P Iu “ R represents c,
for each ĺi P tĺi | i P I, Ai essentialu and each set A P ℘pAq, tf P A | f ľi g, @g P Au Ď cpAq.
Ť
So for every A P ℘pAq, i s.t.Ai essential tf P A | f ľi g, @g P Au Ď cpAq. It remains to show the
inverse inclusion. For reductio, suppose that it does not hold, that is, that there exists A P ℘pAq
Ť
and f 1 P A such that f 1 R i s.t.Ai essential tf P A | f ľi g, @g P Au but f 1 P cpAq. By the

properties of the maxmin EU functional, the fact that R represents c, and the definition of Ai , it
Ť
Ť
follows that there exists f P iPI Ai z Ai essential Ai . Take any Ai with f P Ai that is Ě-maximal –
i.e. for every Ak such that f P Ak , Ai Ě Ak . Since Ě is complete and the strict relation generated

by it is transitive, such a maximal element exists. For such Ai , every set J Ă Iztiu such that
Ť
jPJ Aj Ě Ai must contain some k such that f P Ak ; however, by the definition of Ai , it follows

that Ai Ě Ak . Hence Ai is essential, contrary to the definition of f . So, by reductio, there exists
Ť
no such f , and i s.t.Ai essential tf P A | f ľi g, @g P Au “ cpAq; so tĺi | i P I, Ai essentialu
represents c, as required.

We now show that any subset of R representing c must contain all elements yielding essential
Ai . For reductio, suppose that there exists K Ď I with tĺk | k P K Ď Iu representing c and
K Ğ ti P I | Ai essentialu. Take any i P ti P I | Ai essentialuzK, and consider Ai . Since
Ť
cpAi q “ Ai by definition, there must exist J Ď K such that jPJ Aj Ě Ai and Ai Ğ Aj for all

j P J. However, the existence of such a set contradicts the assumption that Ai is essential. Hence
there exists no such K representing c, as required. Hence the claim is established.
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D.2.1 Auxiliary Lemmas for the Proof of Proposition D.1
Lemma D.5. Let pO, Iq P Z be such that, for b P B, b R O. Then there exists pO 1 , I 1 q ě pO, Iq
with b P O 1 .
Proof of Lemma D.5. Since b R O, b X O “ R˚ . Let O 1 “ copO Y bq. We now extend I to I 1 on O 1 .
Throughout the proof of this Lemma (and in particular Lemmas D.6–D.12), I will remain fixed;
as a point of notation, for any a P O, we let xa P R be such that Ipaq “ xa .
Let rxâ sO “ ta P O|Ipaq “ Ipâqu X Uâ . Note that, by the monotonicity and constant linearity
of I and the fact that Uâ is closed, rxâ sO is closed and bounded. Note also that, by the constant
linearity of I, for any a P rxâ sO and β P r0, 1s, βa ` p1 ´ βqx˚â P rxâ sO ; hence, in particular,
βrxâ sO ` p1 ´ βqx˚â Ď rxâ sO .
Let Fb “ pO 1 zOq X Uâ˚ X ta P B |

ř

sPS

apsq “ xâ u. (Geometrically, this is the intersection

between the closure of O 1 zO, Uâ˚ and the hyperplane normal to the unit vector going through x˚â .)
Fb is evidently closed and bounded and hence compact. Finally, for a compact subspace F Ď B
and a continuous bounded function σ : F Ñ R, we let Yσ “ ta ` σpaq˚ | a P F u. Note that
Yσ is closed and bounded, because it is the image of a continuous map from a compact space to
a Hausdorff one. We use ď to denote the standard dominance order on functions σ (σ ď σ 1 iff
σpaq ď σ 1 paq for all a P F ).
Now consider the following set:

(5)

ˇ
$
ˇ
’
ˇ
’
’
ˇ
’
’
ˇ
&
ˇ
Cb “ σ : Fb Ñ R ˇ
’
ˇ
’
’
ˇ
’
’
ˇ
%
ˇ

¯
´
rxâ sO Y Yσ Ď c rxâ sO Y Yσ Y XxÂâ &
@d P Yσ , rd, x˚â s Ď Yσ &

@a1 P rxâ sO Y Yσ , @z ą 0, @α P p0, 1q,
¯
´
αâ ` p1 ´ αqx˚â R c rxâ sO Y Yσ Y ta1 ` z ˚ u Y XxÂâ

,
/
/
/
/
/
.
/
/
/
/
/
-

Note that, since rxâ sO , Yσ and XxÂâ are closed and bounded, so is rxâ sO Y Yσ Y XxÂâ .
Lemma D.6. Cb ‰ H.

Proof. Consider tσ : Fb Ñ R| rxâ sO Ď cprxâ sO Y Yσ Y XxÂâ qu. This set is non-empty by property
2f of I and the monotonicity of c (property v in Lemma D.1). Moreover, by the monotonicity
of c and Chernoff, for any σ 1 , σ 2 : Fb Ñ R with σ 1 ě σ 2 if σ 1 is in this set, then so is σ 2 . It
follows by continuity (property vii in Lemma D.1) that this set has a maximum element; let σ
be any such element. By definition, we thus have that rxâ sO Ď cprxâ sO Y Yσ Y XxÂâ q. Now
consider any c P Fb and ǫ ą 0. By the maximality of σ, rxâ sO Ę cprxâ sO Y Yσc`ǫ Y XxÂâ q,
where σc`ǫ pcq “ σpcq ` ǫ and σc`ǫ pdq “ σpdq for d ‰ c; by Chernoff, it follows that rxâ sO Ę
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cprxâ sO Y Yσ Y tc ` pσpcq ` ǫq˚ u Y XxÂâ q. It follows from Aizerman that c ` pσpcq ` ǫq˚ P
cprxâ sO Y Yσ Y tc ` pσpcq ` ǫq˚ u Y XxÂâ q. Since this holds for any ǫ ą 0, it follows from continuity
(property vii) that c ` σpcq˚ P cprxâ sO Y Yσ Y XxÂâ q. Since this holds for all c P Fb , we have that
rxâ sO Y Yσ Ď cprxâ sO Y Yσ Y XxÂâ q. (Note that it follows in particular, using monotonicity, that for
all a P rxâ sO X Fb , σpaq “ 0.)
We now show that rd, ´
x˚â s Ď Yσ for all d P ¯Yσ . Take any d P Yσ and any γ P p0, 1q, and consider

cprxâ sO Y Yσ Y XxÂâ Y pγ rxâ sO Y Yσ Y XxÂâ ` p1 ´ γqx˚â qq. Since, by their definition, γrxâ sO `
¯
´
p1 ´ γqx˚â Ď rxâ sO and γXxÂâ ` p1 ´ γqx˚â Ď XxÂâ , cprxâ sO Y Yσ Y XxÂâ Y pγ rxâ sO Y Yσ Y XxÂâ `

p1 ´ γqx˚â qq “ cprxâ sO Y Yσ Y pγYσ ` p1 ´ γqx˚â q Y XxÂâ q. Since x˚â P rxâ sO , it follows from constant

independence (property iv) that rxâ sO Y Yσ Ď cprxâ sO Y Yσ Y pγYσ ` p1 ´ γqx˚â q Y XxÂâ q. Moreover,
˚
it follows from the maximality of Yσ that, for every ´
z ą 0, rxâ sO Ę cprxâ sO YYσ Ytd`z
uYXxÂâ q,
¯

so, by constant linearity γrxâ sO ` p1 ´ γqx˚â Ę cpγ rxâ sO Y Yσ Y td ` z ˚ u Y XxÂâ ` p1 ´ γqx˚â q,
whence, by Chernoff γrxâ sO ` p1 ´ γqx˚â Ę cprxâ sO Y Yσ Y tγpd ` z ˚ q ` p1 ´ γqxâ u Y pγYσ ` p1 ´
γqx˚â qYXxÂâ q. By Aizerman it follows that γpd`z ˚ q`p1´γqx˚â P cprxâ sO YYσ Ytγpd`z ˚ q`p1´
γqx˚â uYpγYσ `p1´γqx˚â qYXxÂâ q for every z ą 0, so by continuity γd`p1´γqx˚â P cprxâ sO YYσ Y
pγYσ ` p1 ´ γqx˚â q Y XxÂâ q. Since d P Yσ , it follows by the definition of Yσ that there exists x P R
such that γd ` x˚ P Yσ . Hence, γd ` x˚ , γd ` p1 ´ γqx˚â P cprxâ sO Y Yσ Y pγYσ ` p1 ´ γqx˚â q Y XxÂâ q;
by monotonicity (property v), it follows that x “ p1 ´ γqxâ , and so γd ` p1 ´ γqx˚â P Yσ . Since
this holds for every γ P p0, 1q, we have that rd, x˚â s Ď
´ Yσ , as required.
It remains to show that αâ ` p1 ´

αqx˚â

O

1

˚

R c rxâ s Y Yσ Y ta ` z u Y

XxÂâ

¯

for all a1 P

rx´â sO Y Yσ , z ą 0 and α P ¯p0, 1q. First note that, by property 2g, αâ ` p1 ´ αqx˚â R
c rxâ sO Y Yσ Y ta1 ` z ˚ u Y XxÂâ for all a1 P rxâ sO , z ą 0 and α P p0, 1q. We show
that this is in fact the case for every a1 P rxâ sO Y Yσ . For´reductio, take any d P Yσ and
¯
Â
˚
O
˚
z ą 0 and α P p0, 1q and suppose that αâ ` p1 ´ αqxâ P c rxâ s Y Yσ Y td ` z u Y Xxâ .

Consider
any a1 P rxâ sO and γ P p0, 1q; by ¯property 2g, αâ ` p1 ´ αqx˚â R
´
c rxâ sO Y Yσ Y tγpa1 ` y ˚q ` p1 ´ γqx˚â , d ` z ˚ u Y XxÂâ for any y ą 0. It follows from Aiz¯
´
Â
1
˚
˚
O
1
˚
˚
˚
erman that γpa ` y q ` p1 ´ γqxâ P c rxâ s Y Yσ Y tγpa ` y q ` p1 ´ γqxâ , d ` z u Y Xxâ ,
¯
´
and hence by continuity (property vii), γa1 ` p1 ´ γqx˚â P c rxâ sO Y Yσ Y td ` z ˚ u Y XxÂâ .

Since
this holds for every γ ¯ P p0, 1q and a1 P rxâ sO , it follows that rxâ sO Ď
´
c rxâ sO Y Yσ Y td ` z ˚ u Y XxÂâ , contradicting the maximality of σ. Hence αâ ` p1 ´ αqx˚â R
¯
´
c rxâ sO Y Yσ Y td ` z ˚ u Y XxÂâ for any d P Yσ , z ą 0 and α P p0, 1q, and so αâ ` p1 ´ αqx˚â R
¯
´
Â
O
1
˚
c rxâ s Y Yσ Y ta ` z u Y Xxâ for all a1 P rxâ sO Y Yσ , z ą 0 and α P p0, 1q, as required.
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Lemma D.7. For all d P Fb , α ą 0 and x P R such that αd ` x˚ P Fb , and all σ P Cb ,
σpαd ` x˚ q “ p1 ´ αqx˚â ´ x˚ ` ασpdq.
Proof. It suffices to show this for all α P p0, 1s; the other cases follow immediately. Suppose that
d, αd ` x˚ P Fb for α P p0, 1s, and σ P Cb . Since d ` σpdq˚ P Yσ , it follows from the definition
of Cb that αpd ` σpdq˚q ` p1 ´ αqx˚â P Yσ . It thus follows by monotonicity (property v) and the
definition Cb , σpαd ` x˚ q is such that αd ` x˚ ` σpαd ` x˚ q˚ “ αpd ` σpdq˚q ` p1 ´ αqx˚â . So
σpαd ` x˚ q “ p1 ´ αqx˚â ´ x˚ ` ασpdq, as required.

Take any element σ P Cb ; Lemma D.6 guarantees that such an element exists. Let I 2 : O Y
Fb Ñ R to be the functional extending I and such that I 2 pdq “ xâ ´ σpdq for d P Fb . By Lemma
D.7, I 2 is constant linear where defined; hence, by the definition of Fb and O 1 , there exists a unique
constant linear extension to O 1 , which we call I 1 . By the definition of Cb , the constant linearity of
c and Chernoff, I 1 satisfies properties 2f and 2g. We now establish several other properties of I 1 .
Lemma D.8. I 1 satisfies property 2e: for all d P O 1 , if d P Â, then I 1 pdq ď xâ .
Proof. Since for d P O this follows from the properties of I, it suffices to consider d P O 1 zO.
Suppose for reductio that d P Â and I 1 pdq ą xâ . By the definition of Fb , there exists β P p0, 1s,
x P R such that βd ` x˚ P Fb ; hence β1 pxâ ´ σpβd ` x˚ q ´ xq “ I 1 pdq ą xâ . By the definition of
Cb , we have that βd ` x˚ ` σpβd ` x˚q˚ P cprxâ sO Y Yσ Y XxÂâ q; however, by the monotonicity of c
(property v of Lemma D.1), since βd ` p1 ´ βqx˚â P XxÂâ Ď rxâ sO Y Yσ Y XxÂâ and x` σpβd ` x˚ q ă
p1 ´ βqxâ , βd ` x˚ ` σpβd ` x˚ q˚ R cprxâ sO Y rb ` z ˚ , x˚â s Y XxÂâ q, which is a contradiction. So
I 1 pdq ď xâ , as required.

Lemma D.9. I 1 is superadditive: for all a, a1 P O 1 and α P r0, 1s, then I 1 pαa ` p1 ´ αqa1 q ě
αI 1 paq ` p1 ´ αqIpa1 q.
Proof. We show the result for a, a1 P Uâ ; it extends to other cases by the constant linearity of I 1 .
Suppose for reductio that for some a, a1 P O 1 X Uâ , α P r0, 1s, I 1 pαa ` p1 ´ αqa1 q ă αI 1 paq ` p1 ´
αqI 1 pa1 q. By the convexity of Uâ and the definition of rxâ sO , Fb and I 1 , αa ` p1 ´ αqa1 ` pxâ ´
I 1 pαa ` p1 ´ αqa1 qq˚ P rxâ sO Y Yσ . Similarly, a ` pxâ ´ I 1 paqq˚ , a1 ` pxâ ´ I 1 pa1 qq˚ P rxâ sO Y Yσ .
It´follows from the definition
¯ of Cb and superadditivity (property vi of Lemma D.1) that d P
c rxâ sO Y Yσ Y tdu Y XxÂâ for all d P coprxâ sO Y Yσ q; hence αpa ` pxâ ´ I 1 paqq˚ q ` p1 ´ αqpa1 `

pxâ ´I 1 pa1 qq˚ q P cprxâ sO Ytαpa`pxâ ´I 1 paqq˚ q`p1´αqpa1 `pxâ ´I 1 pa1 qq˚ quYYσ YXxÂâ q. However,
since I 1 pαa` p1 ´ αqa1q ă αI 1 paq ` p1 ´ αqIpa1q, αa` p1 ´ αqa1 ` pxâ ´ I 1 pαa` p1 ´ αqa1qqq˚ P Yσ
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strictly dominates αpa ` pxâ ´ I 1 paqq˚ q ` p1 ´ αqpa1 ` pxâ ´ I 1 pa1 qq˚ q, and so it follows from that
monotonicity of c (property v of Lemma D.1) that αpa`pxâ ´I 1 paqq˚ q`p1´αqpa1 `pxâ ´I 1 pa1 qq˚ q R
cprxâ sO Ytαpa`pxâ ´I 1 paqqq˚ q`p1´αqpa1 `pxâ ´I 1 pa1 qqq˚ quYYσ YXxÂâ q, which is a contradiction.
Hence I 1 pαa ` p1 ´ αqa1 qq ě αI 1 paq ` p1 ´ αqIpa1 q, as required.

Lemma D.10. I 1 is monotonic: for every a, d P O 1 , if d ď a, then I 1 pdq ď I 1 paq.
Proof. We show the result for a, d P Uâ ; it extends to other cases by the constant linearity of I 1 .
Consider a, a1 P O 1 XUâ ; by the definition of rxâ sO , Fb and I 1 , a`pxâ ´I 1 paqq˚ , d`pxâ ´I 1 pdqq˚ P
rxâ sO Y Yσ . If d ď a, then, by the monotonicity of c, for each y ą 0, since d ` pxâ ´ I 1 paq ´ yq˚ ă
a ` pxâ ´ I 1 paqq˚ , d ` pxâ ´ I 1 paq ´ yq˚ R cprxâ sO Y Yσ Y td ` pxâ ´ I 1 paq ´ yq˚u Y XxÂâ q, and
so xâ ´ I 1 paq ´ y ‰ xâ ´ I 1 pdq. Hence I 1 paq ě I 1 pdq, as required.

It remains to show that I 1 represents c on O 1 (property 2d). For this, we need the following
preliminary lemma.
Lemma D.11. Let A P ℘bdd pO 1q, A Ă P for some P P Q, and let x P R be such that x ě I 1 pa2 q
for all a2 P A. Then there exists a P P such that cpA Y ra, x˚ sq “ ra, x˚ s.
Proof. By the constant linearity of I 1 , there exists a1 P P with I 1 pa1 q “ x. Moreover, for any d P A,
since a1 , d P P , it follows from the definition of Q that d “ αa1 ` z ˚ for some α ě 0 and z P R.
Hence there exists γd ě 1, β 1 P r0, 1s and y 1 P R such that d “ β 1 pγd a1 ` p1 ´ γd qx˚ q ` p1 ´ β 1 qy 1˚;
take any such γd . Since A is closed and bounded, there exists γ ě γd for all d P A; let a “
γa1 ` p1 ´ γqx˚ . By construction (and the constant linearity of I 1 ), I 1 paq “ x, and, for each d P A,
there exists β P r0, 1s and y P R such that d “ βa ` p1 ´ βqy ˚. It follows that, for any d P A with
I 1 pdq “ x, d P ra, x˚ s.
First we show that, for each d P A with I 1 pdq ă x, d R cpA Y ra, x˚ sq. Let d P A be such that
I 1 pdq ă x. By the previous observation, there exists β P r0, 1q and y P R such that d “ βa ` p1 ´
βqy ˚. Since, by constant linearity of I 1 , I 1 pdq “ βI 1paq ` p1 ´ βqy ă x “ I 1 paq, we have that
y ă x. Hence, by the monotonicity of c, d “ βa`p1´βqy ˚ R cptβa`p1´βqy ˚ , βa`p1´βqx˚ uq.
Since βa ` p1 ´ βqx˚ P ra, x˚ s, it follows by Chernoff that d R cpA Y ra, x˚ sq, as required.
It follows that cpA Y ra, x˚ sq Ď ra, x˚ s. By Chernoff and Aizerman,36 it follows that cpA Y
ra, x˚ sq “ cpra, x˚ sq “ ra, x˚ s, where the second equality holds by property 2f of I 1 , the constant
linearity of c, and Chernoff.
36

Note that, in the presence of Chernoff, Aizerman is equivalent to: cpBq Ď A Ď B ñ cpBq “ cpAq. (See, for

example, Moulin (1985).)
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Lemma D.12. I 1 represents c on O 1: for any A P ℘bdd pO 1 q, arg maxA I 1 Ď cpAq.
Proof. If A Ď O, the result follows from that fact that I 1 extends I and the fact that pO, Iq P Z.
So suppose that this is not the case, and consider a P arg maxA I 1 . By Lemma D.11, for each
P P Q with A X P ‰ H, there exists a1P P P with I 1 pa1P q “ I 1 paq and cppA X P q Y
ra1P , x˚a sq “ ra1P , x˚a s. For such each P , let AaP “ pA X P q Y ra1P , x˚a s. By Chernoff and AizerŤ
Ť
Ť
man,37 cp P s.t AXP ‰H AaP q “ cp P s.t AXP ‰H ra1P , x˚a sq. Moreover, cp P s.t AXP ‰H ra1P , x˚a sq “
Ť
1
˚
1
P s.t AXP ‰H raP , xa s, by property 2f of I , the constant linearity of c, and Chernoff. Hence, in
Ť
Ť
particular, a P cp P s.t AXP ‰H AaP q; since A Ď P s.t AXP ‰H AaP , it follows by Chernoff that

a P cpAq, as required.

So pO 1 , I 1 q P Z such that b P O 1 and pO, Iq ď pO 1, I 1 q. This concludes the proof of Lemma
D.5.
Lemma D.13. Z is non-empty.
Proof of Lemma D.13. Define Câ as follows:

Câ “

(6)

We

first

establish

$
’
’
&
’
’
%

y

´ ¯
ˇ
ˇ râ, y ˚s Ď c X Â &
ˇ
y
ˇ
1
˚
ˇ
P R ˇ @a P râ, y s, @z ą 0, @α P p0, 1q,
¯
´
ˇ
ˇ αâ ` p1 ´ αqy ˚ R c ta1 ` z ˚ u Y XyÂ

the

non-emptyness

of

Câ ,

by

an

,
/
/
.
/
/
-

argument

related

to,

but not identical
to, that used in the proof of¯) Lemma D.6.
Consider
ˇ
´
!
ˇ
˚
By the monotonicity of
σ : r0, 1q Ñ R ˇ â P c Â Y tαâ ` p1 ´ αqσpαq | α P r0, 1qu .
c and the fact that â P cpÂq, this set is non-empty.

Moreover, by the monotonicity and

continuity ´of c, it has a maximal element; let σ¯be such an element. By the maximality of
σ, â P c Â Y tαâ ` p1 ´ αqσpαq˚ | α P r0, 1su . For α P r0, 1q and ǫ ą 0, define σα`ǫ

by: σα`ǫ pαq “ σpαq ` ǫ and σα`ǫ pβq
of σ, for
´ “ σpβq for β ‰ α. By the maximality
¯
`ǫ
˚
any α P r0, 1q and ǫ ą 0, â R c Â Y tαâ ` p1 ´ αqσα pαq | α P r0, 1qu . It follows by
´
¯
Aizerman that αâ ` p1 ´ αqpσpαq ` ǫq˚ P c Â Y tαâ ` p1 ´ αqσα`ǫ pαq˚ | α P r0, 1qu .
Since this holds for all ǫ

ą

0 and α

P

r0, 1q, it follows from continuity that

Ť
Ť
37
Chernoff and Aizerman imply that cp iPI Ai q “ cp iPI cpAi qq. See for example Moulin (1985, Lemma 6),

whose proof for the case of finite unions is straightforwardly extended to infinite unions.
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´
¯
˚
tαâ ` p1 ´ αqσpαq | α P r0, 1qu Ď c Â Y tαâ ` p1 ´ αqσpαq | α P r0, 1su . Let y “ σp0q; in
´
¯
particular, we have that y ˚ P c Â Y tαâ ` p1 ´ αqσpαq˚ | α P r0, 1qu . It follows, by repeated
˚

˚
applications ´of constant independence and Chernoff, that tα̂, y ˚u Y tαâ ` p1 ´ αqσpαq
|α P
¯
Ť
n
k
k ˚
˚
˚
p0, 1qu Ď c ty u Y k“0 pδ Â ` p1 ´ δ qy q Y tαâ ` p1 ´ αqσpαq | α P p0, 1qu . Taking the

˚
˚
limit as δ Ñ
¯ that tâ, y u Y tαâ ` p1 ´ αqσpαq | α P
´ 1 and n Ñ 8, it follows from continuity
p0, 1qu Ď c XyÂ Y tαâ ` p1 ´ αqσpαq˚ | α P p0, 1qu .

We now show that σpαq “ y for all α P p0, 1q. Take any β P p0, 1q. Since βXyÂ ` p1 ´ βqy ˚ Ď

XyÂ , XyÂ Y tαâ ` p1 ´ αqσpαq˚ | α P p0, 1qu Y pβpXyÂ Y tαâ ` p1 ´ αqσpαq˚ | α P p0, 1quq ` p1 ´
βqy ˚q “ XyÂ Y tαâ ` p1 ´ αqσpαq˚ | α P p0, 1qu Y pβtαâ` p1 ´ αqσpαq˚ | α P p0, 1qu ` p1 ´ βqy ˚q.
It follows from the constant independence of c that tâ, y ˚u Y tαâ ` p1 ´ αqσpαq˚ | α P p0, 1qu Ď
˚
| α P p0, 1qu`p1´βqy ˚qq. However,
cpXyÂ Ytαâ`p1´αqσpαq˚ | α P p0, 1quYpβtαâ`p1´αqσpαq
¯
´

for any z ą 0, by monotonicity, â R c XyÂ Y tαâ ` p1 ´ αqσpαq˚ | α P p0, 1qu Y tâ ` z ˚ u , so

by constant linearity and Chernoff, βâ ` p1 ´ βqy ˚ R cpXyÂ Y tαâ ` p1 ´ αqσpαq˚ | α P p0, 1qu Y
pβtαâ`p1´αqσpαq˚ | α P p0, 1qu`p1´βqy ˚qYtβpâ`z ˚ q`p1´βqy ˚uq. It follows from Aizerman

that βpâ`z ˚ q`p1´βqy ˚ P cpXyÂ Ytαâ`p1´αqσpαq˚ | α P p0, 1quYpβtαâ`p1´αqσpαq˚ | α P
p0, 1qu ` p1 ´ βqy ˚q Y tβpâ ` z ˚ q ` p1 ´ βqy ˚uq; since this holds for every z ą 0, we have, by
continuity that βâ`p1´βqy ˚ P cpXyÂ Ytαâ`p1´αqσpαq˚ | α P p0, 1quYpβtαâ`p1´αqσpαq˚ | α P
p0, 1qu`p1´βqy ˚qq. However, as noted above, βâ`p1´βqσpβq˚ P cpXyÂ Ytαâ`p1´αqσpαq˚ | α P
p0, 1qu Y pβtαâ ` p1 ´ αqσpαq˚ | α P p0, 1qu ` p1 ´ βqy ˚qq; it follows from the monotonicity of
c that σpbq “ y. Applying this to all β P p0, 1q, we have that the required conclusion. It follows in
particular that râ, y ˚s Ď cpXyÂ q.
¯
´
It remains to show that αâ ` p1 ´ αqy ˚ R c ta1 ` z ˚ u Y XyÂ for all α P p0, 1q, a1 P râ, y ˚s

and z ą 0. We´proceed by reductio:
let α P p0, 1q, a1 P râ, y ˚s and z ą 0 be such that αâ `
¯
p1 ´ αqy ˚ P c ta1 ` z ˚ u Y XyÂ for all α P p0, 1q. By definition a1 “ βâ ` p1 ´ βqy ˚; we

distinguish cases according
´ to whether β ď α or not. First suppose that β ď α.
¯ Chernoff implies
that αâ ` p1 ´ αqy ˚ P c tβâ ` p1 ´ βqy ˚ ` z ˚ u Y tαd ` p1 ´ αqy ˚ | d P Âu . But since tβâ `
p1 ´ βqy ˚ ` z ˚ u Y tαd ` p1 ´ αqy ˚ | d P Âu “ αptp αβ â ` p1 ´ αβ qy ˚ q ` α1 z ˚ qu Y XyÂ q `

p1 ´ αqy ˚, it follows from constant linearity of c that â P cptp αβ â ` p1 ´ αβ qy ˚ q ` α1 z ˚ qu Y XyÂ q,
contradicting the maximality of σp αβ q “ y. Now suppose that β ą α. Take any γ ă αβ ; by
¯
´
constant independence, αâ ` p1 ´ αqy ˚ P c ta1 ` z ˚ , γpa1 ` z ˚ q ` p1 ´ γqy ˚u Y XyÂ , and so, by
¯
´
Chernoff, αâ ` p1 ´ αqy ˚ P c tγpa1 ` z ˚ q ` p1 ´ γqy ˚u Y XyÂ . Since γpa1 ` z ˚ q ` p1 ´ γqy ˚ “

γβâ ` p1 ´ γβqy ˚ ` γz ˚ , the conditions of the previous case are satisfied;
¯
´ the previous argument
can thus be employed, yielding a contradiction. So αâ ` p1 ´ αqy ˚ R c ta1 ` z ˚ u Y XyÂ for all
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α P p0, 1q, a1 P râ, y ˚s and z ą 0, as required.
The construction of a functional I on â proceeds in an analogous way to the proof of Lemma
D.5; the proofs that it satisfies the appropriate conditions are either trivial or follow the same
reasoning as used in the proof of Lemma D.5.
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